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\ABSTRACT

This thesis documents the development of a prototype expert system

for pile selection for use on microcomputers. It concerns the initial

selection of a pile foundation taking into account the parameters such

as soil condition, pile length, loading scenario, material availabil-

ity, contractor experience, and noise or vibration constraints. The

prototype expert system called Pile Selection, version 1 (PSl) was

developed using an expert system shell FLOPS. FLOPS is a shell based on

the AI language OPS5 with many unique features. The system PSI utilizes

all of these unique features. Among the features used are approximate

reasoning with fuzzy set theory, the blackboard architecture, and the

emulated parallel processing of fuzzy production rules. A comprehensive

review of the parameters used in selecting a pile was made, and the

effects of the uncertainties associated with the vagueness of these

parameters was examined in detail. Fuzzy set theory was utilized to

deal with such uncertainties and provides the basis for developing a

method for determining the best possible choice of piles for a given

situation. Details of the development of PSl, including documenting and

collating pile information for use in the expert knowledge data bases,

are discussed. L..)
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

As stated by Professor R. B. Peck (1), "driving piles for a foun-

dation is a crude and brutal process". The interactions among the piles

and the surrounding soil are complex. Placement of piles generally al-

ters the character of the soil and intense stresses are developed locally

near the piles. The nonhomogenity of soils, along with the effects of

adjacent piles and pile shape, add further difficulties to the under-

standing of the soil-pile interaction. Despite the extensive pile test

data, analysis, and irrefutable value of soil mechanics, prediction of

pile bearing capacity involves considerable guesswork because it repre-

sents the contributions of so many unevaluated factors.

Piling is a form of construction of great antiquity, and an almost

instinctive trust in piles for overcoming difficulties runs throughout

foundation work. This attitude still exists today, fostered no doubt by

the lack of collated knowledge of how piles really behave. It has often

led to piles being installed where another type of foundation, partic-

ulary a shallow foundation, might have been preferable (2).

Although piling is still largely an art, and there are circumstances

where dependence must be placed on experience or even on rule-of-thumb,

the engineer endeavors as far as possible, to apply the methods of

mechanics to pile foundation design. But currently, more than any one

factor, experience might play the biggest role in selecting the pile

that's best for the job. The main goal of this thesis is to provide

reasonable initial weighted pile foundation choices, by developing a

prototype expert system, Pile Selection One (PSI). This program is
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considered a prototype because the expert knowledge data base was devel-

oped largely through a comprehensive literature search and partly based

on the author's own knowledge and judgement. No expert in pile foundation

design or construction was actually consulted during the development of

the current version of PSI. Once PSI has recommended initial pile selec-

tions, they can then be used in the pile design process. The user need

only have a general knowledge of the loading and site conditions.

Many structures are supported on pile foundations. Engineers face

the challenge of designing a safe and yet economically feasible struc-

ture despite the numerous uncertainties involved in areas such as:

loading conditions, soil conditions, material properties, design ap-

proaches and methods of construction, nuisance effects, and space and

time constraints. Choosing an initial pile for a pile design is guess

work based on experience. The design of pile foundations should ensure

adequate safety margin against potential failure. The factor of safety

for pile foundations is generally larger than those of shallow founda-

tions because of the greater uncertainty of soil-pile interaction. Typ-

ically, larger factors of safety results in higher costs. PSI will

provide several weighted pile types that best fit the site scenario. The

top pile choices should be the optimum pile type and thus provide reason-

able factors of safety at minimum costs. Using these suggested pile

types, further detailed analyses can be done using approved equations or

computer programs for such things as bearing capacity, settlement analy-

sis, cost comparisons, etc.

There exists a vast quantity of useful information on the subject of

pile foundations which is scattered throughout literature. The purpose

of this thesis is two fold: (1) compile useful information concerning
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pile foundations and their design and incorporate this information into a

reliable expert knowledge data base for use by PSI, and (2) develop and

discuss the prototype expert system, PSI. Therefore, this thesis is

divided into two main sections: collating information concerning pile

foundations and the evaluating the parameters used to create the proto-

type expert system PSI.



CHAPTER II

PILE FOUNDATIONS

General Background

Until this century a "pile" was a straight log of timber about 12

inches in diameter and some 33 feet long that was driven into the soil by

the blows of a hammer. Piles that projected above the ground formed the

supports for bridges and jetties and when driven entirely below the sur-

face they were used to carry the walls and columns of buildigs. Today,

reinforced concrete and steel have mostly taken the place of timber.

Although piles of these materials are driven like the timber log was

driven, piling by another art has developed. Bored piles are made by

making a tubular hole in the ground and pouring in concrete, which is

allowed to harden (2).

A foundation is the interfacing element between the structure and

the underlying soil or rock. Essentially a pile is an elongated or

columnar body installed in the ground for the purpose of transmitting

forces to the ground without excessive settlement. The loads transmitted

from the structure to the underlying soil must not cause soil shear fail-

are or damaging settlement. A pile foundation is used where adequate

shallow foundations are impractical. When it is necessary to provide

support and carry the load to an underlying stratum, such as through a

layer of weak or compressible material, or through water, or in close

proximity to existing structures, a pile foundation may be required. It

also provides uplift resistance and/or lateral load capacity. Although

capacity aspects may be emphasized in design, the foremost reason for
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using piles is to reduce deformation, normally settlement. Pile foun-

dations are deep and usually costs more than a shallow foundation. Des-

pite the cost, the use of piles often becomes necessary to ensure that

the structure under consideration is safe. Following is a list of some

of the conditions that require pile foundations (1, 3):

1. When the upper soil layer(s) is highly compressible and too

weak to support the load transmitted by the structure, piles

are used to transmit the load to underlying bedrock. When

bedrock is not located at a reasonable depth below the ground

surface, piles are used to gradually transmit the structural

load to the soil by frictional resistance developed at the

soil-pile interface. These are usually referred to as bearing

piles as in Figures la and lb.

2. Foundations of some structures, such as transmission towers,

offshore platforms, and basement mats below the water table,

are subjected to uplifting forces. Piles are sometimes used

for these foundations to resist the uplifting force. These may

be called tension or anchor piles as in Figure 1c.

3. When subjected to horizontal forces as in Figure Id, pile
foundations can resist bending, while still supporting the

vertical load transmitted by the structure. This type of

situation is generally encountered in the design and
construction of earth-retaining structures and foundations of

tall structures that are subjected to high wind and/or

earthquake forces.

4. Bridge abutments and piers are occasionally constructed on pile

foundations to avoid the possible loss of bearing capacity that

a shallow foundation might suffer because of soil erosion of

the foundation at the ground surface by scour of the stream bed

during flood flow as in Figure le.

5. Piles may be considered as an alternative in expansive and

collapsible soils such as loess. These soils may extend to a

great depth below the ground surface. Due to an increase or

decrease in moisture content, the swelling pressure of such

soil can be considerably high and cause considerable damage to

shallow foundations. In such cases, piles can be extended into

stable soil layers beyond the zone of possible moisture change
as in Figure If.

The selection of the most appropriate pile type for any given set of

circumstances depends upon many variables, particularly the type of sub-

soil, the topography of the site, the location of the site in relation to
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nuisance effects, transport and materials and the size and form of the

proposed structure. There are, however, certain clear indications as to

the suitability of a given pile type in particular conditions. Of all

considerations, the type of subsoil existing on the site usually has the

greatest influence on the type of pile to be selected. The type of struc-

ture to be erected has less influence than might be expected on the selec-

tion of pile type.

It should be noted that although this thesis concerns single pile

selection for use in further analysis, rarely is a single pile used;

rather two, three of more piles are used in a group. However, most of

the accepted pile-capacity equations are for a single pile.

The Pile Design Process

To arrive at the optimum foundation solution, the foundation engi-

neer must have thorough information and understanding of (1) foundation

loads, (2) subsurface conditions and soil/rock properties, and (3) cur-

rent practices in foundation design and construction.

Generally, the design process of a foundation system usually follows

the steps as shown in Figure 2. Based upon site conditions, the designer

must select an initial pile selection. This initial pile selection is

then analyzed for design using accepted bearing equations or programs.

Settlement analysis and cost comparisons are made, then the designer goes

back and selects another initial pile choice and again analyzes this

pile. This process can continue several times in an effort to find the

pile which provides the factor of safety required at the minimum cost.

The design analyses process can be taught and learned, but the initial

pile selection is based upon experience, which may take many years to
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acquire. This is where PSI assists the designer in providing optimum

pile selections and thus reducing the iterations needed to find the pile

which gives the desired factor of safety at the minimum cost.

In most cases, the bearing capacity of a deep foundation unit is

governed by geotechnical consideration, rather than by the structural

strength of the unit. Therefore, a proper design of a structure founda-

tion requires adequate knowledge of the subsurface conditions at the

structure site. If the designer has comprehensive data, then an econom-

ical foundation system can be designed. The absence of a thorough geo-

technical investigation or adequate data generally leads to a foundation

system with a large factor of safety which is generally a more expensive

foundation, or to an unsafe foundation, or to construction disputes and

claims.

Subsurface Exploration

To design a foundation that will adequately support a structural

loading, understanding the nature of the soils that will support the

foundation is critical. Subsurface exploration is basically the process

of determining the layers of natural soil deposits under the proposed

site.

The geotechnical engineer or the foundation engineer has the respon-

sibility for determining the type and capacity of foundations and should

be involved in every phase, i.e. preliminary explorations, preliminary

design, final design, construction, and post construction. This practice

provides continuity of the design personnel through the construction

stage (1).

Subsurface exploration comprises a few steps, such as gathering pre-

liminary information, reconnaissance, and site investigation. Each phase
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adds to or supplements the information from the previous phase. Gather-

ing preliminary information can be obtained from several sources such as

United States Geological Survey maps, state government geological survey

maps, United States Department of Agriculture's agronomy maps, agronomy

maps published by the agriculture departments of various states, hydrolog-

ical information published by the United States Corps of Engineers, which

include the records of stream flow, high flood levels, tidal records,

etc., highway department soils manuals published by several states, soil

exploration reports for nearby completed construction projects, etc.

Reconnaissance involves a personal visit to the site to get a feel-

ing of the general topography of the area, soil stratification from any

deep cuts nearby, type of vegetation, and any potential problems such as

abandoned dumps, drainage ditches, underground streams (with the help of

the reports above), underground obstructions such as tanks or tunnels,

creep of local slopes, underground and overhead services, both obsolete,

current, and proposed, or cracks in nearby existing buildings. All of

this information is usually presented in a preliminary report.

Site investigation consists of planning, making test boreholes, and

collecting soil samples at various levels for subsequent observation and

laboratory tests. Sowers and Sowers (4) recommend that the depth (D), in

feet, of borings for light steel or narrow concrete structures equals

0.7
10(S)

and for heavy steel or wide concrete buildings equals

0.7
20(S)

where

S = number of stories.
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They also state that when deep excavations are anticipated, the depth of

boring should be five to fifteen feet below the depth of excavation and

deeper if soft clay of loose sand and silt are encountered. Others have

stated that the soil should be examined to a distance of between one and

one-and-a-halt times the width of the structure below the pile points,

unless there is definite evidence from other sources that no compressible

materials are present. In situ tests are needed to provide soil param-

eters for the design of structure foundations especially where standard

drilling and sampling methods can't be used to obtain high quality undis-

turbed samples for lab analysis. The most common in situ test is the

Standard Penetration Test (SPT) which is normally performed during the

subsurface investigations. The SPT test provides the blow count number

(N) values which are used to estimate the density of cohesionless soils

and consistency of cohesive soils. Other in situ tests which provide

data for foundation design are the static cone test, pressuremeter test,

vane shear test and borehole shear test. When high quality undisturbed

samples can be obtained, lab analysis is the most accurate, but the most

expensive.

There are numerous in situ tests because no single in situ test

provides all the answers to all the problems. An unfortunate character-

istic of most in situ tests is that in general, they do not measure real

soil properties; instead they provide some intermediate parameter, such

as stress or torque, which is then used to generate a desired soil prop-

erty by an empirical, semiempirical or, theoretical transformation. Sim-

plifying assumptions are generally associated with the transformation,

and therefore the accuracy of individual test results may be directly

related to the assumptions. The fact that an in situ test predicts field
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performance to a high degree of precision may be accidental or predict-

able, depending on the number of offsetting errors and the quality of the

algorithm (1).

Accurate ground water level information is needed for the estimation

of soil densities, determination of effective soil pressures and for the

preparation of effective soil pressure diagrams. This information is

vital for performing foundation design. Water levels will also indicate

the construction difficulties which may be encountered in excavation and

the level of dewatering effort required.

There are many different types of soils and related problems. Some

of these will be discussed next.

Cohesionless Soils

The load capacity of piles driven into cohesionless soil depends

primarily on the relative density of the soil. During driving, the rela-

tive density is increased close to the pile due to vibrations and lateral

displacement of soil. The effect mostly occurs in the immediate vicinity

of the pile shaft and extends in gradually diminishing intensity over a

zone one to two pile diameters around the pile shaft.

The increase in relative density increases the load capacity of sin-

gle piles. The pile type also affects the amount of change in relative

density. Piles with large displacement characteristics like closed-end

pipe piles and precast concrete piles increase the relative density of

cohesionless material more than small displacement steel H piles.

The driving process generates high pore water pressures in saturated

cohesionless silts which temporarily reduce the soil shear strength and

the pile capacity. The gain in capacity with time (setup) is generally
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quicker for silts than for cohesive soils because the pore pressures may

dissipate more rapidly (1).

Cohesive Soils

When piles are driven into saturated cohesive materials, the soil

near the piles is disturbed and radially compressed. For soft or normally

consolidated clays the zone of disturbance is within one pile diameter

around the pile. For piles driven into saturated stiff clays, there are

significant changes in secondary soil structure (closing of fissures)

with remolding and complete loss of previous stress history effects in

the immediate vicinity of pile.

The disturbance and radial compression generate high pore water

pressures which temporarily reduce soil shear strength and, therefore,

load capacity of piles. As reconsolidation of clay around the pile

occurs, the high pore water pressures are diminished which leads to an

increase in shear strength and pile load capacity (setup). The zone and

magnitude of disturbance is dependent on soil properties of soil sensi-

tivity, driving method and the pile foundation geometry. Limited data

suggests that for partially saturated cohesive soils, pile driving does

not generate high pore water pressures and hence setup does not occur

(1).

When piles are driven in clays, the volume of soil displaced by the

pile generally causes a heave of the soil surface. The heave of adjacent

piles may also occur, possibly resulting in a reduction in the capacity

of these piles. This problem is of particular significance when large

pile groups are driven. Experience has shown that the heaved volume at

the ground surface is normally of the order of 40 to 60% of the pile

volume. If such heave is unacceptable, preboring is the method usually

applied to reduce it (5).
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Rock

If a foundation can be driven or bored to bedrock, experience shows

that a satisfactory foundation will usually result, provided the nature

of the rock has been correctly assessed. Pile foundations on rock are

normally designed to carry large loads. Usually, the allowable loads on

piles driven into rock are based on pile structural capacity while the

allowable bearing pressures for bored piles on rock are based on a nom-

inal values of allowable bearing capacity. For pile foundations which

are driven to rock, which include steel piles or precast concrete piles,

the exact area of contact with rock, the depth of penetration into rock

as well as the quality ofrock are largely unknown. Therefore, the deter-

mination of load capacity of driven piles on rock should be made on the

basis of driving observations, local experience and load tests. Rocks

may be divided broadly into "soft" rocks such as chalk, weakly cemented

sandstones, shales and mudstones, into which the lower ends of piles can

be driven and which can be bored by auger rigs, and "hard" rocks that re-

sist pile penetration. The ease with which piling operations can be per-

formed and the ultimate bearing capacity of the resulting pile depend on

the intrinsic strength of the rock and on the extent to which the rock

mass is fissured. There are unfavorable rock conditions such as cavern-

ous limestone, which can result in excessive settlement and/or failure.

A site investigation should show the slope of the rock surface and the

rock itself should be sampled by core drilling. The cores will show the

rock type and give some indication of the degree to which the rock is

broken up by fissuring. Considerably skill is required to avoid over-

driving when the pile point reaches the rock surface. Bored piles are

normally drilled a nominal depth into the rock (usually one to three
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times the diameter of the pile (5, p. 271) to ensure the pile bearing is

entirely on rock and to extend the pile through the upper, more fractured

zones of the rock. If the rock surface is sloping, then attaching an

"Oslo" point (a protruding round steel bar 2.9 to 3.9 inches in diameter,

with the lower end hollow-ground and hardened) may prevent the pile tip

from skidding down the slope (2, pp. 101-103).

In soil containing boulders it is often difficult to differentiate

between large boulders and beds of rock, so that caution is needed when

interpreting the results if only one or two borings are put down. In

such cases local knowledge, well drilling records and data from any geo-

logical survey made of the area will give guidance as to the nature of

the strata likely to be encountered. When obstructions such as old foun-

dations, boulders, rubble fill, etc., are too deep to excavate, the use

of temporary casings or drive shoes and reinforced tips on piles which

are strong enough to be driven through the obstruction are recommended.

Other Situations

Piles are commonly driven through alternating layers of competent

and non-competent soils. In such cases, the pile foundation is generally

designed with the relative stiffness and strength of the different layers

penetrated by the pile kept in mind. This provides an idea as to the

probable relative contribution of these layers to the pile capacity. The

soil profile immediately below the pile toe, which influences the sta-

bility and the settlement of the pile is another key to look at in

multilayered profiles. The relative contribution of the various layers

penetrated by the pile to the capacity of that pile is primarily a func-

tion of the relative stiffnesses of these layers and of the type of

pile. Piles driven through a multilayer deposit derive their capacities
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from both shaft and toe resistance. Whenever possible, piles in multi-

layered deposits should be driven to a layer of sufficient strength and

thickness that it may be assumed that they derive their load capacity

entirely from that layer. It is essential to check that the bearing

layer extends below the proposed pile toe elevation to a depth sufficient

to ensure safety against a punching failure of the bearing layer into a

lower weaker material. The design process remains the same, but modifi-

cations can be made based on the prevailing subsoil conditions.

When driving a pile near slopes, caution must be taken, particularly

in sensitive clays. Driving piles in clays causes the pore water pres-

sure in the clay to increase. The induced pore water pressure may spread

through the clay mass and over a considerable distance from the piles.

If piles are driven in the vicinity of a slope, the increase in pore pres-

sure produced by driving may cause failure of the slope. Analysis of the

stability of the slope before and after driving and instrumentation of

the clay layer for monitoring of pore water pressures and soil displace-

ments during driving is recommended. If necessary, pore water pressures

can be reduced by preboring or the use of vertical premanufactured drains

attached to the surface of the piles, or preferably, installed at the

site prior to the pile driving (5, p. 305).

Negative Skin Friction

A common and potentially dangerous field condition affecting pile

foundations is a reversal of side friction due to settlement of adjacent

soil relative to the pile. In describing the condition of negative skin

friction, consider a case where the soil is naturally consolidated and

the ground water level is at the surface (2, p. 130). A fill is now

placed on top of this existing soil. The pore water pressure, plotted as
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abscissa from a vertical line AB, will be represented by AC in Figure 3.

If a layer of filling AD is now placed, the pore pressure will rise as

represented by the line AEC, it being assumed that the bearing stratum

below B and the fill above A are both free-draining. As this excess pore

water pressure dissipates, consolidation of the weak stratum takes place

and it settles. At the place where a pile has been driven, the downward

motion of the soil to the full distance is resisted by skin friction at

the soil-pile interface, and the soil layers form a cusp as indicated in

Figure 4. The downward drag of the soil on the pile is called negative

skin friction, and is resisted by positive skin friction on the shaft BF

in the bearing layer and by the point resistance. This additional load-

ing, ie. the downward drag of the soil, along with the structural load,

as seen on the graph of Figure 5, might produce an unacceptable settle-

ment (S' in Figure 5), greater than what was predicted with the structure

loading only, and in some cases, cause foundation failure. Negative skin

friction results primarily from consolidation of a soft deposit caused by

dewatering or the placement of fill such as:

1. If a fill of clay soil is placed over a granular soil layer

into which a pile is driven, the fill will gradually consol-

idate.

2. If a fill of granular soil is placed over a layer of soft clay
it will induce the process of consolidation in the clay layer.

3. Lowering of the ground water table will increase the vertical

effective stress on the soil at any depth and induce consolida-
tion in the clay layer.

Down-drag on piles caused by negative skin friction is a settlement

problem and rarely a capacity problem. This force increases the pile

axial load and can be especially significant on long piles driven through

compressible soils and must be considered in pile design. The amount of

relative settlement between soil and pile that is necessary to mobilize
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negative skin friction is about half-an-inch (1, 6). Various methods

have been proposed for reducing negative skin friction:

1. the use of slender piles, such as H-sections, to reduce the

shaft area subject to drag,

2. increasing the pile length,

3. predrilling an oversized hole through the compressible material

prior to insertion of the pile,

4. for bored piles, provide a casing or floating sleeve around the

pile to prevent the direct contact with settling soil,

5. coat pile shaft with bitumen to allow slippage.

Bjerrum (7) compared bitumen to an electro-osmosis process for

reducing down-drag and reported the latter to be the more efficient.

Studies on bitumen, of 80-100 penetration, where a one milimeter thick

coating was applied, was found to reduce down drag by more than 50 per

cent (6). Fellenius (8), reported a reduction of 90 per cent using the

bitumen coating. Fellenius points out that the important factor is to

ensure that after installation the coating remains intact. Also, coat-

ings should be applied only to those portions of the pile anticipated to

be within a zone of subsidence and the lower portion of the pile (at

least ten times the diameter) should remain uncoated so that the full

lower shaft and point resistance may be mobilized (2).

Piles driven in swelling clays may be subjected to uplift forces as

the result of the swelling process. This is the reverse of negative skin

friction. It is best to ensure that the structural resistance of the pile

is sufficient to withstand the uplift forces incorporated in the design

by providing one or more sections of a diameter larger than the average

pile diameter. Expanded ba3e piles, under-reamed and multi-underreamed

piles, and screw-piles are typical. If necessary, the uplift forces may
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be eliminated by isolating the piles from the swelling clay by the use of

floating sleeves or bituminous coatings applied to the pile surface (5,

pp. 306, 310).

At the end of all subsoil exploration programs, all of the required

information is then compiled into a soil exploration report. It contains

the scope of the investigation, description of the proposed structure,

description of the location site, geological condition of the site, de-

tails of the field exploration with a description of the subsoil condi-

tions as determined from lab analysis (ie., standard penetration tests,

in situ vane test, etc.), location of the water table, foundation recom-

mendations, and conclusionis and limitations of the investigations. Be-

cause soil properties cannot be measured with great accuracy and are

variable within a building site and the correlation between the soil pa-

rameters and the bearing capacity of a pile includes a margin of error

and the actual driving or installation conditions vary from pile to pile

and cannot be properly taken into account, a large factor of safety is

generally used in determining the allowable pile load. The factor of

safety depends on the importance of the structure and financial losses in

case of failure, and the reliability of the information on soil and

environmental conditions. Factors of safety commonly range from 2.0 to

4.0 or higher (9).

The ultimate cost of the structure should also be taken into account

while making decisions regarding the extent of the field exploration.

The exploration cost generally should be in the range of 0.1 - 0.5% of

the cost of the structure (3, p. 65), and the average total foundation

costs comprise 3.7% of the total cost of the building (Colin and Steyert

study, 1973) (10).
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It is not necessary to have a detailed soil exploration report to

use PSI, but the more specific the information provided, the better the

results. PSI provides weighted selection of initial pile choices. This

initial pile selection is then used to determine the bearing capacity of

the soil by any number of well known bearing capacity formulas.

Bearing Capacity

Another important step in the design process is determining the bear-

ing capacity of the soil by any of the following methods: static form-

ula, dynamic formula, WEAP computer analysis, or dynamic load test. It

should be noted that design methods for piles in fine-grained soils are

in some cases of doubtful reliability. This is particularly so for the

bearing capacity of shaft-bearing piles in clays of medium-to-high shear

strength. Because of this, pile test loading should be carried out where

economically justified or, alternatively, an adequate factor of safety

should be used.

Static methods which are primarily based on the principles of soil

mechanics are often used to determine the ultimate bearing capacity of

the soil. There are several static formula to choose from. According to

the U.S Department of Transportation, Pile Group Prediction Symposium,

Oct 1987 (11), the two best methods, based on the Standard Penetration

Test (STP), for predicting the bearing capacity of a single pile were

Coyle-Castello (12) and FHWA (13). The Navy's DM 7.2 (6) method was not

included in the U.S. Dept of Transportations symposium and is believed

(14) to be as good a method as the FHWA method. The symposium also recom-

mended Schmertmann's (15) method which is based on the Cone Penetrometer

Test (CPT).
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The FHWA capacity prediction method utilizes Nordlund's (16) proce-

dure for predicting shaft capacity, and Thurman's method (17) for predict-

ing toe capacity. In FHWA, failure is based on the load corresponding to

a settlement of one-tenth of the pile diameter (18). It uses a factor of

safety of two (14).

The Navy's DM 7.2 method is similar to FHWA, but uses its own charts

and tables and some slightly different assumptions. It is based on the

Davisson criteria (18) for failure and uses a factor of safety of three

(14).

The Coyle-Castello method uses design charts for the unit side resis-

tance and point resistance. These unit resistances are correlated with

relative depth and friction angle. Failure is described as the load at

which the settlement first reaches 0.05 inch/ton (18). It uses a factor

of safety of three (14).

Other static methods (11) for determining bearing capacity are Meyer-

hof's method (STP) (19), the Briaud-Tucker method (STP) (20), the API

method (STP) (21), the Bustamante/Gianeselli method (CPT) (22), and the

DeRuiter/Beringen method (CPT) (23).

Dynamic anales use empirical equations along with hammer data to

approximate the ultimate bearing capacity. There are two recommended

methods to use (9, 14): the modified ENR (24) and the Hiley formula

(25), both use factors of safety of six.

Pile load testing is the actual driving of a test pile at the site

location. The usual reason a pile load test would be performed is to

verify the design during construction. It is not usually done as a

design tool since it is a costly procedure. Typically the test pile is

loaded with up to 200% of the design load. It is used to determine the
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compressive and tensile axial load capacities and lateral load capac-

ities. It is also used to determine compressive axial capacities, inter-

nal stresses, pile driver parameters, and assess damage during driving.

Butt displacement is also measured.

The Wave Equation Analysis Program (WEAP) (26) is a computer program

which is based on the theory of one dimensional wave propagation to ana-

lyze piles. It uses the relationships between pile weight, hammer and

set, together with stress determination during pile driving. Pile behav-

ior during driving is essentially that of a rod vibrating from being hit

on the end with a hammer. That is, the hammer blow causes a momentary

longitudinal compression at the end, which moves as a compression wave

down the rod. When the wave arrives at the opposite end of the rod or

pile, that end momentarily extends, then snaps back, and starts an upward

return compression wave. It is the momentary extension at the lower end

which pushes the soil aside and drives the pile. Traveling immediately

behind each compression wave is a zone of tension. The waves are damped

by soil shear along the sides of the pile, and tip resistance.

For the analysis the pile is divided into a series of masses con-

nected by springs which characterize the pile stiffness, and dashpots

which simulate the damping below the pile tip and along the pile embedded

length. One advantage of a wave analysis is a better prediction of the

side shear and end-bearing forces during driving, both being relevant to

determination of a design load for the pile as well as the drivability.

This method could be used in relating the static bearing capacity of a

pile with its dynamic behavior. By inserting various soil properties,

pile properties, and hammer properties, the WEAP program will calculate

the blow count versus ultimate capacity, as well the stress in the pile,

and pile displacement.
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It is recommended that the WEAP program be utilized along with those

static methods recommended by the 1987 Pile Group Prediction Symposium to

approximate the ultimate capacity of the pile type chosen.

Dividing the ultimate capacity calculated by its factor of safety

produces the design load capacity. Dividing the design load capacity

into the total structure load indicates the number of piles required to

sustain the structure.

Sometimes overlooked is pile settlement analysis since piles are

selected over shallow foundations because of minimal settlement cri-

teria. There are a few methods for predicting pile settlement, but two

are recommended (14): Vesic's method (27) and Briaud-Tucker method (20).

Vesic's method divides the total pile head movement into three com-

ponents: the elastic compression of the pile, the settlement beneath the

toe, and the settlement caused by the load transmitted along the pile

shaft. This is valid only for the ultimate loading.

The Briaud-Tucker method is based on a 33-pile data base, and on the

results of standard penetration tests, to produce a load versus pile move-

ment curve. This method can also be used as a static formula to check

the bearing capacity of the soil.

A pile loaded by lateral thrust and/or moment at its top, resists

the load be deflecting to mobilize the reaction of the surrounding soil.

The magnitude and distribution of the resisting pressures are a function

of the relative stiffness of pile and soil. Design criteria is based on

maximum combined stress in the pile, allowable deflection at the top or

permissible bearing on the surrounding soil. Although 1/4-inch at the

pile top is often used as a limit (6, p. 234), the allowable lateral

deflection should be based on the specific requirements of the
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structure. Lateral loads commonly are imparted to pile foundations from

earthquakes, bridge pier supports, wharves, piers, and other offshore

structures, railway bridges, and machinery vibrations. The design of

vertical piles to resist lateral forces is complex, and covered in stand-

ard references (29, 30, 31, 32).



CHAPTER III

DEVELOPMENT OF PSi

Basic Program Structure

This chapter documents the development of PSI, and expert sytem, for

initial pile selection. The system PSI was written in FLOPS (33), a

Fuzzy Logic Production System shell.

Becasue the expert system PSI was written in FLOPS, it is often re-

ferred to as a FLOPS program in this thesis. A FLOPS program may be

grouped into three sections: the declaration section, similar to that of

the C or PASCAL language; the rules section where the actual rules ap-

pear; and the input section, in which actual values are assigned to the

attributes described in the declaration section.

The program uses a blackboard system for input data, intermediate

data and final output. Production rules are written in FLOPS with auto-

mated generation scheme. This provides a powerful tool to generate hun-

dreds of rules from a few rules written in PSI. External routines writ-

ten in the C programming language are linked to the FLOPS program for

faster computation.

To run the program PSI using FLOPS, first type "pflop" at the A),

B), or C> prompt. Then at the >> prompt, type "open PSl.c;". The

program PSI will now begin to run.

The content of PSI is listed in Appendix A for easy reference, and

its basic structure is shown in Figure 6. PSI first reads external ex-

pert knowledge data files, DLKB.c (Design Load knowledge base), LTHKB.c

(Length knowledge base), SCKB.c (Soil Condition knowledge base), NEKB.c
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FLOPS

Psi

PSi READS EXPERT KNOWLEDGE DATAI
RULE GENERATION

USER INPUT
(EXTERNAL PROGRAM GETDATA)

I
RULES FIRED

I
CONSOLIDATION OF INITIAL CONCLUSIONS

(EXTERNAL PROGRAM COMPUTE)

I
PILE RECOMMEDATIONS

Figure 6. Basic PSi structure.
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(Noise Effects knowledge base), VEKB.c (Vibration Effects knowledge

base), AOMKB.c (Availability of Material knowledge base), and LEKB.c

(Local Experience knowledge base) and begin to generate new rules. All

of the expert knowledge data files can be seen in Appendicies D through

J. Using these knowledge and some "metarules", the program generates

all possible production rules. After the rules are generated, the pro-

gram will begin to ask for user input data by calling an external program

"GETDATA" (Appendix B). The program GETDATA was written in the C lan-

guage and compiled with Microsoft C5.1 compiler (50). It serves as a

user interface which allows for the problem-specific data to enter the

FLOPS program. The external program GETDATA will create a data file

called "user.dat" (Appendix K, L, and M) to store user input. This

"user.dat" file is then transfered to PS1 and matched with generated

rules (when input matches a generated rule, it causes that rule to

fire). Execution of the production rules now begins, which produces

several preliminary conclusions. These conclusions are stored in the

file "piletype.dat" (Appendix K) and contain the confidence levels of

the fired rules. This new tile will be transfered to "COMPUTE" (Appendix

C), an external program called by PSI. COMPUTE, also written in the C

language, consolidates the preliminary conclusions and creates two output

files, "flops.out" and "class.out". The file "flops.out" will be printed

on the screen. The file "class.out" (Appendix K, L, and M) contains more

information and may be seen by using the "type class.out" command at the

A), B>, or C> prompt.

To get the best results from PSI, it is best to have an idea of the

foundation loads to be supported, soil properties, approximate pile

length, availability of material, local contractor experience, and noise

or vibration constraints.
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The key of pile types used in the expert knowledge data files and

used to describe each file on the following pages is shown in Figure 7.

KEY

A = PRECAST CONCRETE PILES

B = PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILES
C = CAST-IN-PLACE (W/MANDREL)

D = CAST-IN-PLACE (W/OUT MANDREL)
E = STEEL PILE (H OR PIPE)

F = WOOD PILE

G = COMPOSITE WOOD PILE
H = COMPOSITE STEEL PILE

I = PRESSURE INJECTED PILES

J = AUGER PLACED CONCRETE

K = BORED/CASSION PILE

Figure 7. Pile classification key.

It is noted that the expert system PSI was written in parallel

FLOPS. Thus, it does not involve backtracking of the rules. Instead,

at any stage of rule firing, all fireable rules are fired at the same

time. The problem of memory conflicting was resolved using weakly mono-

tonic logic, a type of fuzzy logic in which the value of a datum may be

replaced by a new value, if the confidence in the new value is greater

than or equal to the old confidence (33). However, the preliminary

conclusions reached at different stages were treated as evidences, each

based on a particular knowledge source. They were not combined with the

weakly monotonic logic. Instead, an external program COMPUTE was used to

combine these evidences.

Flops Features

FLOPS is an expert system shell written in C language by Siler and

Tucker (33) for use in the MS-DOS or compatible DOS environment on

microcomputers. It is based on the Artificial Intelligence (AI) language
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OPS5 by Forgy (34). Thus, FLOPS basic syntax is the same as that of

OPS5. However, FLOPS has several unique features which provide a great

deal of power. A summary of the FLOPS features employed in the develop-

ment of PSl follows.

Approximate Reasoning with Fuzzy Logic

FLOPS uses fuzzy logic invented by Zadeh (35,36). Since Zadeh's

(35) pioneer work, the theory of fuzzy set has developed into an impor-

tant branch of mathematics. The subject of civil engineering applica-

tions of fuzzy sets is beyond the scope of this paper, but many of them

have been documented elsewhere (37-48). FLOPS employs fuzzy set theory

in three aspects:

1. fuzzy logic to handle approximate reasoning,

2. fuzzy number to represent number with uncertainty, and

3. fuzzy set to deal with ambiguity.

Using fuzzy sets, FLOPS can represent uncertainties and ambiguities

in the data as well as in the knowledge itself in a more natural way. In

addition, fuzzy logic permits a proposition to be true to a wide range of

degrees of certainty, which comes much closer to real-world reasoning

than that using classical logic.

In binary terms, a statement is either true (1.0) or false (0.0).

In fuzzy logic this concept of true or false is generalized. A statement

can be partially true, with a degree of trueness of 0.6 for example.

This generalization of degree of trueness allows for a more realistic

modeling of many real world situations, since few situations of a complex

nature are absolute. With all the uncertainties involved in pile selec-

tion, it becomes difficult to absolutely eliminate a pile choice from a

given construction scenario. PSI incorporates an expert knowledge data
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base with potential pile choices ranging in trueness or membership from

0.5 to 1.0 for specific site conditions, and represented as 500 to 1000

in FLOPS. Currently FLOPS and PS1 use all the memory capacity of a 640 K

personal computer. This is unfortunate since a better pile selection

data base would have memberships which range in value from 0 to 1000.

The current expert knowledge data base was developed from personal knowl-

edge and current literature on pile selection and design.

Deductive and Inductive Reasoning

FLOPS is a )roduction system and as such, its basic element is the

"rule". The deductive logic implemented in FLOPS is no different from

most expert systems. It fires the production rules sequentially. If the

data permits more than one rules to be "fireable", deductive systems

select one rule for firing; other fireable rules are stacked for back-

tracking later. FLOPS on the other hands, also implements inductive

reasoning which considers many possible outcomes at once. FLOPS parallel

rule-firing scheme for implementing the inductive reasoning is rather

unique. All fireable rules are fired concurrently, and thus no rules

remain to be stacked for backtracking. Instead of implementing a rule

conflict algorithm, FLOPS adopts a weakly monotonic fuzzy logic for its

truth maintenance to resolve a memory conflict problem. When applicable,

the inductive mode of FLOPS is much faster than the deductive mode to

reach a conclusion. Both forward chaining and backward chaining infer-

ence mechanism are available in FLOPS.

Blackboard Architecture

FLOPS employs a relational structure for data stored on a black-

board, a disk on microcomputers. The ability of one FLOPS program to
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call another and to exchange data through the blackboard could overcome

memory limitations of small microcomputers.

Expert knowledge is divided into two classes in FLOPS. One is

factual knowledge, which belongs in a data base. The other is expert

skills, which belongs in rules. One of these expert skills knows how

to use the expert factual knowledge; in FLOPS, this means writing rules

to generate other rules. In other words, the programmer-written rules

can generate the production rules based on the factual knowledge during

the program execution.

Two methods of communicating with external programs are available

in FLOPS. One type of call transmits a command string Lo tfle called

program in the DOS environment. The other is a call by reference to a

C program, and thus requires to follow the calling convention used in

the C language.

Data Type

FLOPS implements seven data types in two major classes. One is to

be declared by the programmer. It includes character string, integer,

floating point number, fuzzy number, and fuzzy set. The second one is

reserved to be used by the system itself. It includes the confidence

level of an attribute and the time tag of an instance of a memory ele-

ment.

Details of the above features as well as others can be found in

FLOPS manual (33).

Detailed Program Structure

Detailed comments on the development of PSi will follow, with

reference being made to Appendix A. The command literalize declares
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"start" as a memory element with 4 attributes of the type atm. In FLOPS,

the data type atm is for character string, and the data types fit and int

are for floating point number and integer respectively. The syntax for

the declaration is very similar to that of a structure in the C or PASCAL

language. An attribute is analogous to a variable in C or PASCAL. No-

tice that a semicolon is only needed at the end of the entire literalize

command, and that separation of the literalize command into several lines

is a programming style for ease of reading and maintaining of the code.

Memory element "xdata" is needed to store the user-supplied data.

Elements "DL", "LTH", "NEX", "VEX", "AMOX", "LEX", and "SOIL" are used to

store expert knowledge data. Element "piletype" has seven attributes:

criterionl, criterion2,..., and criterion7. These seven attributes are

declared to be of data type fzset, which stands for fuzzy set. The fuzzy

set data type in FLOPS is very unique. In common fuzzy set notation,

using ratingl as an example, it may be expressed as:

criterionl = jml/PC, m2/PSC, m3/CIPM, m4/CIP, m5/STL, m6/TM,

m7/CPW, m8/CPS, m9/PIC, mlO/APC, mll/bpl,

where

ml,..., mll are the membership grades for the corresponding members

"PC",..., "BP", respectively.

In FLOPS, these membership grades appear in the form of a confidence

level. The confidence level is an unique data type, which is used to

store the confidence toward a datum or a member of a fuzzy set. The at-

tribute criterionl is created to store the preliminary conclusion on of

pile selection based on design loads. The attributes criterion2,..., and

criterion7 are declared in the same way. Although these seven attributes

look alike, use of different attributes is necessary to preserve multiple
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preliminary conclusions reached at different stages in the inductive

reasoning process. Otherwise, FLOPS weakly monotonic logic may eliminate

the desired membership values of the these fuzzy set members.

For this particular system it was determined a parallel (inductive)

FLOPS program is more effective than a sequential (deductive) one. It

was also decided to set up a block firing control scheme. This scheme

ensures the sequential firing of each block of rules. Within each block,

however, the parallel processing ensures all rules that are fireable are

fired at once.

When block #0 rules are fired, the system reads in expert knowledge

files. With this knowledge, part or all of the block #0 rules become

fireable and are fired at once. The actions of firing these rules gener-

ate the rules of blocks #2 through #8. It is noted that without proper

initiation of data, no rules can actually be fired.

Rule Generation

As an example to explain how rules are generated, focus on rule rO.

The expert factual knowledge was stored in a file named "DLKB". As soon

as it is transferred to the system (using the command open, see comments

on input section), the left-hand-side (LHS) of the rule rO will be satis-

fied. In other words, the rule rO becomes fireable; and when it is

fired, the right-hand-side (RHS) of the rule rO will be executed. The

content of the file "DLKB" can be seen in Appendix D. It basically con-

sists of a set of make commands. This command initiates a memory element

and assign values to its attributes. For example, when the file "DLKB"

is open, the first make command assigns the following data:

^lowerl = 0
.upperl = 29

^fsmember = CIPM
"confidence = 600.
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Notice that "X is the symbol used in FLOPS for the value of the

attribute X. With these values transferred to the system, the variables

in the LHS of the rule rO take on these values:

(LB> = 0
(UB) = 29

<FSM> = CIPM

<CONF) = 600.

When the rule rO is fired, the action part (i.e., the RHS) of the

rule yields a new rule:

rule 600 2 (xdata ^design-load >= 0

'designload < 21)
(piletype ^criterionl.cipm = 0)

---> Modify 2 ^criterionl.cipm;.

Whether the new rule is fireable depends on the actual attribute values

in the elements "xdata" and "piletype". Notice how a membership grade

of a member in a fuzzy set is represented. The term "^criterionl.CIPM"

represents the confidence level (membership grade) toward the member

"CIPM" in the fuzzy-set attribute "criterionl".

All of the make commands in the file "DLKB" match the pattern of the

LHS of the rule rO, thus a set of 75 rules are generated. Such a program

design is convenient in maintaining the system. When expert opinions

change, we need only to change the content of the knowledge file. We may

even create a user interface to facilitate the editing of the knowledge

file.

As a final note on rules in FLOPS, let's look at the first rule com-

mand shown in block zero. A number 1000 appears right after the key word

rule. This number is referred to as the priority of the rule, or the

prior confidence level of the rule. In FLOPS, the confidence level is

encoded as an integer with a maximum value of 1000. The number 1000
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actually means a confidence of 100%. When the LHS is evaluated, it also

returns a confidence value. The smaller of the two confidence values is

taken as the posterior confidence level. All actions involving memory

updating in the RHS of that rule are assigned this posterior confidence

value. The PSi system utilizes this feature to assign the membership

grade of a member of a fuzzy set. The modify command in block zero is an

example. It is noted that the second rule command has a number 2 beside

1000. This is referred to as a block number. When that number does not

appear, as in the case of the first rule command, the system assigns a

number of 0. The block numbers are generally used to group rules for

some rule firing control. It is a useful feature, especially for induc-

tive reasoning in FLOPS.

The input section basically consists of at least a make command.

The make command is used for non-interactive input or initiation of the

elements and their attributes. The run command, although can be issued

from anywhere in FLOPS environment, is usually placed in the input sec-

tion. This command causes execution of the rule section. The input

section may include other commands for specific purposes. All commands

are executed sequentially in the input section.

As mentioned earlier, all production rules are grouped into blocks.

By controlling the block firing sequence, the rules may be fired in some

planned order. However, no particular order is set for the rules within

a block. In fact, with parallel processing, all rules fireable will be

fired at once regardless their order of appearance.

The program structure shown in Figure 6 was implemented in this

input section. First, the system reads in the knowledge files. It

then sets up a control mechanism to execute each block of rules
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sequentially. The system begins with execution of block #0 under the

command run. This action generates all possible production rules.

With the next run command, the system first executes block #1 which

gathers problem-specific data by calling an external program GETDATA.

Actions taken in block #1 also make block #2 through #8 fireable. These

blocks are then fired sequentially. It is noted that block #1 through

block #8 are all executed under this run command. An external data file

is created after firing of these blocks. The last run command in the

input section causes execution of block #9. This block calls an external

program COMPUTE for fuzzy combination of evidences. The result is re-

ported and the program then stops.

Notice that with the implemented structure described above, a rule

will be fired only if all of the following conditions are met:

1. the block in which the rule resides is switched on,

2. the elements used in the LHS of the rule have been

initiated with proper make command, and

3. the LHS of the rule is evaluated to be "true".

For example, the first run command is proceeded by the elements

initiation commands and block enabling commands. These commands plus the

run command cause the execution of block #0 and #99. However, whether

the rules in the blocks #0 and #99 will be fired still depend on their

LHS comparison. In the present case, they are fireable. Although the

actions taken in the rules of blocks 10 and #99 do "turn on" block #1,

and the run command in parallel FLOPS is supposed to "run" all blocks at

once, the rules in block #1 can not be fired because the element "start"

has not yet been initiated. The make command and the run command cause

firing of rules in block #1.
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As a final note on block firing control, let's look at block #99.

This block is always enabled. The only rule in this block causes all

other blocks to be turned on and off sequentially. This is a simple

mechanism on which the PSI system is based.

External Programs

External program used in the system is treated as a command in the

DOS environment and as such, it is communicated with the FLOPS program

through a call command with name of the executable program as the only

argument. For example, the RHS of the rule consists of two calls to the

DOS commands. One is an executable program COMPUTE, treated as a com-

mand. The other is a true DOS command pause. Although FLOPS allows for

direct call by reference (address) to a program written in C, it is con-

sidered to be advantageous to adopt the former method for this particular

expert system.

The two external programs used are GETDATA and COMPUTE, both writ-

ten in C language and compiled by using Microsoft C5.1 compiler (50) for

use in the DOS environment.

The program GET_DATA is used for gathering problem-specific data

regarding the pile and site information. It is noted that GETDATA is

itself a complete program, and can be run separately in the DOS environ-

ment. In fact, it is often run separately to edit the data file to be

used in the PSI system. The program GET_DATA essentially serves as a

user interface to the PSI system. The program is considered to be very

user-friendly.

The program COMPUTE is used for consolidating the preliminary conclu-

sions reached by the system. The data needed for running the program

L__i
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COMPUTE is created by the system and stored in an external file called

"piletype.dat". The file "piletype.dat" is an ASCII stream file. The

data in this file represents the preliminary conclusions reached by the

PSI system. These data are the degrees of confidence toward each member

of the fuzzy-set attributes. As defined in the PSI system, the members

of these attributes are: PC, PSC, CIPM, CIP, STL, TM, CPW, CPS, PIC,

APC, and BP. Each preliminary conclusion was reached based on each of

the seven geomechanics criteria employed. An example of these conclu-

sions, using criterionl and a design load of 29 to 39 tons are as fol-

lows:

(0.8/PC, 0.8/PSC, l.O/CIPM, 0.5/CIP, O.0/STL, 0.7/TM, 1.0/CPW,

1.0/CPS, 0.0/PIC, 0.8/APC, 0.0/BP 1,

where the values are the confidences toward the individual members.

It is noted that in FLOPS notation, the value 0.8 is stored as 800,

and 1.0 as 1000, and so on. In the above example, the PS1 system very

strongly supports the statement that cast-in-place concrete pile driven

with a mandrel (CIPM), supports precast concrete (PC) piles, weakly sup-

ports cast-in-place (CIP) piles, and does not support steel (STL) piles

under this design load criteria.

Pile Classification

Piles can be classified in different ways. They can be classified

by material type, installation type, bearing type, or displacement type.

Figure 8 shows a flow chart of piles classified by material type (1).

Displacement Piles

Displacement piles, or driven piles are piles which are driven into

the ground and push the soil out as they descend into the soil. Conse-

quently, driven piles displace aproximately 40 to 60 % of the pile volume
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(5). Driven piles can be divided into several categories; steel piles,

concrete piles, wooden piles, and composite piles. Each will be discus-

sed in detail.

Steel Piles

Steel piles are generally either pipe piles or rolled steel H or

I-section piles. Pipe piles, which have diameters up to 23.6 inches, can

be driven with their ends open or closed. H and I section piles, along

with open ended pipe piles which do not form a soil plug, can be thought

of as low displacement piles. In many cases, the pipe piles are filled

with concrete after driving. Sometimes, they may be filled with a struc-

tural shape such as an H-section in addition to the concrete and socketed

into bedrock. These steel/concrete piles are considered as composite

piles. Close ended pipe piles are considered high displace-ment piles.

Steel piles are commonly used for any depth, since they come in various

lenghts and sizes and can be easily spliced by full penetration butt

welds or riveting when needed. However, long H-piles are prone to bend-

ing and doglegging, and the straightness of the H-pile cannot be in-

spected after driving. Commonly, installation problems with H-piles

originate with the use of too small a section of pile. Therefore, cau-

tion is recommended when the length to slenderness ratio becomes large.

Open ended steel piles may cause high pore-water pressure in fine grained

soils. This pressure may cause thin walled pipe piles to collapse or

deform. When hard driving conditions are expected, such as driving

through dense gravel, shale, and soft rock, the steel piles can be fitted

with driving points or shoes. To minimize damage during driving, it is

advantageous to use a pile with a high-yield strength when possible.
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Experience indicates that corrosion is not a practical problem for steel

piles driven in natural soil, due primarily to the absence of oxygen in

the soil. However, steel piles may be subject to moderate corrosion in

certain conditions. For example, swamps, peats, and other organic

soils/fills are corrosive at/or above the water table. Soils that have a

pH greater than 7 are not very corrosive. To compensate for the corro-

sion, either an additional thickness of steel can be added to the design

thickness or a factory-applied epoxy coating works satisfactorily. Some-

times concrete encasement of steel piles in very corrosive zones is prac-

ticed as a protection against corrosion. Steel piles are suitable for

use as friction piles, end bearing piles, and combinations of these two

(1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 51, 52, 53).

Concrete Piles

Precast concrete piles can be manufactured by using ordinary rein-

forcement or prestressed by the use of high-strength steel prestressing

cables. The reinforcement is provided to enable the pile to resist the

tension wave which follows the compression wave during vertical loading

and the bending moments which develop during transportation and lateral

loading. Tensile stresses are high when the soil penetration resistance

is low. Reinforced concrete piles as compared to prestressed piles are

more susceptible to damage during handling and driving. Reinforced con-

crete piles are rarely used nowadays. Prestressed concrete piles are

more durable than reinforced concrete piles. Frequently such piles are

cast with a hollow core which may be used for placing instrumentation

during construction or for determining pile damage. They can be square

or octagonal in cross section and are considered high displacement
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piles. The piles are cast to desired lenghts and cured before being

transported to the work sites. Comparatively, they have a high initial

cost. Because of their structural strength and wide choice of possible

dimensions, precast and prestressed concrete piles can have a wide range

of loading. They are suitable for use as friction piles when driven in

sand, gravel, or clays; suitable for use as end bearing piles; suitable

for resisting uplift forces, when designed for it; and suitable for driv-

ing in soils containing boulders, when correctly designed. They are con-

sidered non-corrosive but can be damaged by direct chemical contact with

organic soils/fills or industrial wastes. Concrete can be protected from

chemical corrosion by use of special concrete or special coatings. Typ-

ical depths range from 40-50 ft for precast reinforced concrete piles and

60-100 ft for prestressed concrete piles without splicing devices, and up

to greater depths with splicing devices. However, prestressed concrete

piles are difficult to splice. Two installation problems commonly a-

rise. Regular horizontal tension cracks may form in the early stages of

driving, when the resistance to penetration is low. Such cracks, where

visible above ground, frequently indicate severe damage below ground,

sometimes even loss of a portion of the pile. In hard driving, the pile

toe or pile head may be crushed in compression (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 51, 52,

53).

Cased Concrete Piles

Cased piles are made by driving a steel casing into the ground with

or without the help of a mandrel placed inside the casing. When the pile

reaches the proper depth, the mandrel is withdrawn and the casing is fil-

led with concrete. The cased driven shell concrete pile is the most
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widely used type of cast-in-place concrete pile. Those driven without a

mandrel can be redriven because the shell thickness is thicker and less

susceptible to driving damage. They are specifically designed for a wide

range of loads and they are initially economical. The shell is driven

into the soil and then filled with concrete. Unfilled shells are in-

spected internally for damage. Those driven with a mandrel are suscep-

tible to collapse under hydrostatic pressure before being filled with

concrete. Mandrel driven shells can be used in almost any soil except

where obstacles such as cobbles and boulders that could rip the shell are

present. They are best suited for friction piles in granular material.

They cause considerable displacement and are difficult to splice after

concreting (1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 51).

Pressure Injected Concrete Piles

Pressure injected concrete piles require the use of special instal-

lation equipment handled by persons experienced in the installation

work. Damp concrete is rammed through a drive tube into the soil. The

pressure injected piles may be reinforced. Pressure injected piles de-

velop their bearing capacity from the densification of soil around the

expanded base. They are suited for piles in granular soils, in partic-

ular in loose sands, where high capacities can be developed at shallow

depths, and for piles subjected to uplift forces provided they are struc-

tually designed for this condition. They are usually unsuited for loose

granular soils containing more than about 15 to 20 % of fine grained

soil, or where special measures are needed to ensure the integrity of the

base and shaft. High pore water pressure, either existing or those in-

duced in the soil by the driving, may lead to necking or contamination of
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the shaft. Also, heave and displacement caused by the driving of nearby

piles, cause many failures (1, 2, 6, 51).

Timber Piles

Timber piles are tree trunks that have had their branches carefully

trimmed off. The maximum length of most timber piles is 33-66 feet. No

special considerations need be given to handling stresses. To qualify

for use as a pile, the timber should be straight, sound, and without any

defects. They may be used untreated where they are entirely located

below the permanent water table. Permanently under water, they are

resistant to decay, irrespective of the quality of groundwater. In a

fluctuating marine environment, the most common method of protection is

pressure creosote treatment. The ASCE's Manual of Practice, No.17 (54),

classifies timber piles into three categories (9):

1. Class A piles: These piles carry heavy loads. Minimum dia-

meter of the butt should be 14.0 inches.

2. Class B piles: These are used to carry medium loads. Minimum

butt diameter should be 12 - 13 inches.

3. Class C piles: For use in temporary construction work. They

can be used for structures on a permanent basis when the entire

pile is below the water table. Minimum butt diameter should be

12 inches.

In all three cases, minimum tip diameter should be 5.9 inches. Wood

piles are best suited for low-velocity hammer blows. Timber piles cannot

withstand hard driving stress; therefore, the pile capacity is generally

limited to about 40-80 tons. Steel shoes may be used to avoid damage at

the pile tip. A metal band or cap may also be used to avoid damage to

the pile top caused by hammer impact. They are considered as high dis-

placement piles. Comparatively, they are low in initial cost. Wood

piles are best suited for use as friction piles in sands, silts, and
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clays. They are not recommended for driving through dense gravel or

till, or for toe-bearing piles to rock, since they are vulnerable to dam-

age both at the head and toe in hard driving. Timber pile splices are

generally undesirable (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 51, 52, 53).

Composite Piles

Composite piles are ones in which the upper and lower portions of

the pile are made of different materials. Steel and concrete piles gen-

erally consist of a steel pipe filled with concrete. An H beam may be

placed in the center of the concrete pipe for additional load carrying

capacity. Steel and concrete composite piles can also consist of a lower

portion of steel and an upper portion of cast-in-place concrete. This

type of pile is the one used when the length of the pile required for

adequate bearing exceeds the capacity of simple cast-in-place concrete

piles. Timber and concrete piles usually consist of a lower portion of

timber pile below the permanent water table and an upper portion of

concrete. The load capacity of a wood composite pile is limited to the

capacity of the wood. Composite piles (with the exception of concrete

tilled steel pipes) are not widely used because of the difficultly in

forming proper joints between two dissimilar materials (1, 2, 3, 5, 6,

51, 52, 53).

Non-Displacement Piles

Non-displacement piles, or bored piles, are being used increasingly

because of their high load capacities. Bored piles are installed by dril-

ling or augering a hole in the ground and filling it with concrete as the

drive casing or auger is withdrawn. Bored piles are usually reinforced

with structural steel cages. They are frequently separated into "normal"
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bored piles, that is piles up to about 600 mm diameter and "large" bored

piles which are greater than 600 mm and sometimes called drilled piers or

caissons. Normal bored piles are similar to cased piles without the

casing. Uncased piles are made by first driving the casing to the de-

sired depth and then filling it with fresh concrete. The casing is grad-

ually withdrawn in steps. Both normal and large bored ples may have a

pedestal at the bottom. The pedestal is an expanded concrete bulb that

is formed by dropping a hammer on fresh concrete.

Bored piles are best suited for end bearing, high capacity piles to

rock or dense till and successfully used in uniform deposits of firm or

stiff clays. Bored piles are commonly used for variable lengths. They

have been excavated with bentonite slurry to depths in excess of 100

meter and diameters ranging up to three meters. The borehole would be

put down by an auger or by percussion with a core cutter. Concreting

should begin quickly after the hole is bored to minimize the deterior-

ation of the sides from the induced migration of pore water from the

surrounding clay to the surface of the bore hole. Where deposits of

loose cohesionless materials have to be penetrated, or where artesian

groundwater conditions prevail, it may be necessary to resort to the use

of bentonite slurry or temporary casing.

The use of bored foundations has several advantages:

A single cassion pile can be used to replace a group of piles
and the pile cap.

It is easier to construct bored piles in deposits of dense sand

and gravel than it is to drive piles.

They are applicable for a wide variety of soil conditions.

Construction of bored piles can be completed before the comple-

tion of grading operations.
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When piles are driven by a hammer, the ground vibration may

cause damage to the nearby structures. The use of bored piles
does not present such hazards.

Piles driven into clay soils may produce ground heaving and may

also cause previously driven piles to move laterally. Such

conditions do not exist in the construction of bored piles.

There is no hammer noise during the construction of bored piles,
as there is during pile driving.

They can be drilled into bedrock to carry very high loads.

Because the base of a normal bored foundation can be enlarged,

it provides great resistance to an uplifting load.

The design bore depths and diameters can be readily modified

based on field conditions.

The surface over which the base of the bored pile is constructed

can be visually inspected.

Construction of bored piles generally requires light, mobile

equipment.

Under proper soil conditions, they may prove to be more econom-

ical than displacement pile foundations.

Bored piles have high resistance to lateral loads.

There are also some drawbacks to the use of bored foundations.

The disadvantages are:

The concreting operation depends on more than average quality of

workmanship requiring very close supervision and can be hampered

by bad weather.

Danger of lifting concrete when pulling the casing can result in

voids or inclusions of soil in the concrete.

Loose granular soils below the water table can cause construction

problems.

A pedestal usually cannot be formed in granular soils below the
water table.

Small diameter bored piles (less than 30 inches) cannot be easily

inspected to confirm bearing and are particularly susceptible to

necking problems.

A more detailed soil exploration is generally required before

making decisions about bored piles than in the case of other

types of foundations.
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Deep excavations for bored piles may induce substantial ground

loss and damage to closely located structures.

A very general rule rule of thumb states that for non-cohesive bear-

ing stratums, the use of a displacement or driven pile is usually the

most suitable. For cohesive bearing stratums, replacement piles are us-

ually the most suitable. In rock bearing stratums, driven cast-in-place

piles and straight shafted replacement piles are probably the most

suitable (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 51, 52, 56).

Design Load Capacities

The design loading expert knowledge data (DLKB) file is the first

file read by PSI. The file is made of a set of make commands, which are

special FLOPS commands, with lower and upper limit load constraints for

invidual pile types. The pile versus loading chart is presented in Fig-

ure 9. The entire DLKB data file can be seen in Appendix A.

Light structures such as one or two story buildings may require the

use of small diameter piles and very heavy structures such as high build-

ings over eight stories, will prohibit the use of timber piles, and small

diameter replacement piles. In particular, tall or heavy structures in-

volving large concentrated loading points may strongly indicate the use

of large diameter replacement piles. For all other structures including

residences up to eight stories, offices up to seven stories, hospitals

and other civil engineering structures, virtually any type of pile may be

suitable.

Soil Parameters

The primary requirements of a site investigation are that it should

describe the ground conditions sufficiently well to enable a suitable

bearing stratum to be chosen, and that it should extend to a sufficient
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DF BHK

CFG H BK

<21T 1001-1500T 500-1000T

22-29T I 351-499T

DESIGN LOAD CHART (TONS)

\40-50T 151-200T

51-59T I121-150T
60-70T 101-120T

ABCDFGHJ BK71-80T 81-100T

ABCDEHIJ BEHK

ABCDEHIJ\ BEHIK

ABCDEHIJ ABDEHIK

ABCDEFGHIJ BEK

Figure 9. Design loading chart.
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depth below the likely level of the pile points to give information on

all materials that might affect the foundation.

The soil condition expert knowledge data (SCKB) file consists of a

set of make commands with four descriptive factors for soil type, soil

stiffness, negative skin friction, and presence of boulders. The entire

SCKB file can be seen in Appendix E. The soil condition chart used in

PSl is presented in Figure 10.

Piles embedded in granular (cohessionless) soils, i.e., gravels,

sands, and non-cohesive silts, derive their load-carrying capacity from

both toe and shaft resistance. The relative contribution of each to the

total capacity of the pile depends, essentially, on the density and shear

strength of the soil and on the characteristics of the pile.

Piles in cohesive soils generally derive their capacity from shaft

resistance. However, in very stiff clays or in cohesive tills,

substantial toe resistance may be mobilized, which, for large diameter

bored piles, may represent the usable capacity of the pile. The allow-

able loads on bored piles in cohesive soils are determined from a combin-

ation of shaft resistance and toe resistance.

In a structure highly sensitive to settlement, timber piles will be

inappropriate but other types may be used. If adjacent structures are

highly sensitive to noise, vibration, or ground heave then driven piles

might be eliminated from selection. Artesian pressure can cause severe

problems to bored, augered, pressure injected, and cast-in-place without

mandrel piles due to collapse of the soil or shell wall.

Pile Length

The selection of the approximate pile length is made from a study of

the soil profile and the strength and compressibility of each soil
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SOIL PROFILE FLOW CHART

CLAYS(COHESIVE) SANDS(COHESIONLESS)

ABCDEFGHIJK ABCDEFGHIJK

SOFT STIFF HARD SOFT STIFF HARDS/ I I
END \ END END END

FRICTION FRICTION/BEARING BEARING FRICTION FRICTION/BEARING BEARING

PILE PILE PILE PILE PILE PILE

I I I I I I
ABCDEFGHIJ ABCDEFGHIJK ABEFGHJK MOSTLY ABCDEGH ABEGH

LOOSE

YES NO

DO YOU EXPECT

NEGATIVE SKIN FRICTION?
ABFG ABCDFGHJK

DO YOU EXPECT

LIKELY UNLIKELY NEGATIVE SKIN FRICTION?

LIKELY UNLIKELY

EF
/ \

OR NO

BITUMEN COATED CHANGE EF

ABJ OR NO

BITUMEN COATED CHANGE

ABJ

DO YOU EXPECT
BOULDERS OVERLYING

DO YOU EXPECT BEARING STRATUM?

BOULDERS OVERLYING

BEARING STRATUM?

LIKELY UNLIKELY

LIKELY UNLIKELY

NO NO

ABEH CHANGE ABEH CHANGE

Figure 10. Soil conditions chart.
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stratum. End-bearing piles must reach a stratum that is capable of sup-

porting the entire foundation without undue settlement or failure, and

friction piles must be long enough to distribute the stresses through the

soil mass so as to minimize settlement and obtain adequate safety.

A wide variety of opinion was found on pile type verus pile length.

The length criteria used in PSl was developed by combining what was felt

as the most accurate combinations from various authors.

It may be difficult for the user of PSl to estimate the length re-

quired, since this is a fairly difficult task. If the user has no idea

of the pile length, then the user may select the "no" option during pile

length input. This option simply takes pile length criteria out of the

pile selection process. There are occassions when a reasonable estimate

can be made based on available knowledge.

The length expert knowledge data (LTHKB) file contains a set of make

commands with lower and upper limits for pile lengths versus possible

pile selections. The entire LTHKB file can be seen in Appendix F. The

length chart used in PSl is presented in Figure 11.

The ease or lack thereof for splicing a pile for added length was

taken into consideration in determining the membership of long piles. No

pile length shall be shorter than 10 feet (6).

PILE LENGTH (FT)

10-29 29-39 39-50 50-59 59-80 80-100 100-120 120-200 >200/ /
CDFIK ACDE ABCD ABCDE ABCDE BCDE BDE BEGH EH

FIJK EFIJK FGHIJK FGHIJK GHK GHK

Figure 11. Pile length chart.
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Availability of Materials

The availability of materials for certain pile types will vary de-

pending on where in the world the pile construction site is located. The

availability of material expert knowledge data (AOM) file consists of a

set of make commands with three criteria: economically available, avail-

able, and not available. Economically available is considered as mate-

rial or equipment in which transportation costs are not a factor to the

builder. Available is considered as not economic, but still a possibil-

ity. Not available can't be resonably attained. The AOM flow chart is

the same for every pile type. The membership or confidence (CF) is shown

in Figure 12. The entire AOM data file used in PSl can be seen in Appen-

dix C. FLOPS will generate numerous rules from this AOM data file and

can be seen in Appendix G.

AVAILABILITY OF

<PILE TYPE)

ECONOMICALLY AVAILABLE CF=I000

AVAILABLE CF=800

NOT AVAILABLE CF=O.0

Figure 12. Availability of material chart.

Local Experience

The choice of the type of pile, pile design capacity, and installa-

tion procedures is highly dependent on local experience and practice. A

design engineer unfamiliar with these local practices should contact
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local building/engineering departments, local foundation contractors,

and/or local foundation consultants.

The local experience expert data (LE) file consists of a set of make

commands with three criteria of expert, some experience, and no experi-

ence. The LE chart is the same for every pile type. The membership or

confidence (CF) is shown in Figure 13. The entire LE data file used in

PSI can be seen in Appendix D. FLOPS will generate numerous rules from

this LE data file and can be seen in Appendix H.

CONTRACTOR EXPERIENCE

<PILE TYPE>:

EXPERT CF=IO00

SOME EXPERIENCE CF=800

NO EXPERIENCE CF=300

Figure 13. Local contractor experience chart.

Nuisance Effects

Nuisance effects account for both noise and vibration effects. Pile

driving vibration may cause unwanted settlement of nearby structures or

failures of slopes.

The noise and vibration expert knowledge data (NEKB, VEKB respec-

tively) consists of a set of make commands with three constraints; no

constraint, constraint, and extreme constraint. The classification

"constraint" is considered as a public nuisance. The entire NEKB and

VEKB data file can be seen in Appendix I and J respectively. The charts

for both noise and vibration constraint can be seen in Figure 14 and

Figure 15.
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NOISE CONSTRAINTS

NO CONSTRAINT EXTREME

CONSTRAINT (PUBLIC NUISANCE) CONSTRAINT

CF 1000 CF 1000

I I

JK JK
I I

CF 1000 CF 775-800 CF = 0

ABCDEFGHIJK ABCDEFHJ ABCDEFHJ

Figure 14. Noise constraint chart.
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VIBRATION CONSTRAINTS

NO CONSTRAINT EXTREME

CONSTRAINT (PUBLIC NUISANCE) CONSTRAINT

CF 1000 CF 1000
I I

JK JK

CF 1000 CF 750-800 CF < 400I I
ABCDEFGHIJK ABCDEFGHI ABCDEFGHI

Figure 15. Vibration constraint chart.



CHAPTER IV

EXAMPLES OF PILE SELECTION USING PSI

Introduction

In this chapter, a few example problems are solved using PSl to

show its versatility in pile selection. The ability of the designer to

weight pile selection criteria to meet local conditions will be demon-

strated. These will then be discussed. The entire input and output for

the following problems can be seen in appendices K, L, and M. In Appen-

dix K, all the files of input and output of the process of solving prob-

lem 1 can be seen.

It is noted that because of the limits of computer memory, in the

expert knowledge data files, most pile types with a confidence level

under 500/1000, were discarded. This may somewhat reduce all recom-

mended pile choice confidence levels. Regardless, the recommended top

pile choices would not have significantly changed, but the actual confi-

dence levels would be "slightly" higher. It is noted that such an ef-

fect is very minor. Therefore the confidence levels are not a measure

of the believed ability of the pile to perform in a certain situation,

but rather a means to distinguish between recommended pile types.

Problems 1 and 1A

The soil profile shows a fourty-five foot layer of soft clay overlay-

ing a deep layer of stiff clay. There are no boulders in the area and it

is felt that negative skin friction is unlikely to occur. The design

load per pile is estimated to be 70 tons. The length of the pile is es-

timated to be 70 feet. There are no noise constraints, but a vibration
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constraint is present. There is a known constraint on the availability

of material (AOM) for the casings of cast-in-place piles driven without a

mandrel. There also appears to be constraints on the AOM of composite

piles and pressure injected concrete pile equipment. The local contrac-

tor is an expert in all types of piling construction except for pressure

injected piling where he/she has only some experience. For this problem,

all criteria have equal weight of extremely important (1000/1000).

Using these values, the top three PSI outputs predict steel piles,

with a confidence of 93, followed by prestressed concrete piles, with a

confidence of 92 and cast-in-place concrete piles, with a confidence of

90 as the top three possibilities. Detailed inputs and outputs are

listed in Appendix K.

Using the same site conditions as in Problem 1 except that the

weighting of criteria is changed. The vibration effects are weighted as

extremely important (1000/1000), local contractor experience and soil

conditions are weighted as important (800/1000), noise effects and avail-

ability of material are weighted as not very important (500/1000), and

length and design loads are weighted as relatively unimportant

(200/1000).

Using these new values, the top three PS1 outputs predict auger

placed concrete pile, with a confidence of 90, steel piles, with a con-

fidence of 90, and prestressed concrete piles, with a confidence of 88 as

the top three possibilities. Detailed inputs and outputs are listed in

Appendix K.

The site conditions for problems 1 and 1A are conditions for which

many pile types are suitable. This leads to a number of closely grouped

pile choices. Still the user has three top choices to work with.
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The ability for the user to weight the site conditions to local

conditions, increases PSi's capabilities. By changing the weighting

factors in problem IA, auger placed concrete piles have become a top

choice, where as in problem 1, it was the sixth choice. In problem 1A,

cast-in-place concrete is no longer a top choice.

Problems 2 and 2A

The soil profile shows a deep layer of soft clay. There are boul-

ders in the area and it's strongly believed that negative skin friction

is likely. The design load per pile is estimated to be 100 tons. The

length of the pile is estimated to be 120 feet. There are noise con-

straints and extreme vibration constraints. There appears to be a con-

straint on the AOM of precast concrete and prestressed concrete piles.

The local contractor is an expert in all types of piling construction.

For this problem, all criteria have equal weight of extremely important

(1000/1000).

Using these values, the top three PS1 outputs predict bored piles,

with a confidence of 77, prestressed concrete piles, with a confidence of

73, and cast-in-place piles, with a confidence of 68 as the top three

possibilities. Detailed inputs and outputs are listed in Appendix L.

Using the same site conditions as in Problem 2 except that the

weighting of criteria is changed. The design load is weighted as ex-

tremely important (1000/1000), length and soil conditions are weighted as

important (800/1000), noise effects and local contractor experience are

weighted as not very important (500/1000), and vibration effects and

availability of material are weighted as relatively unimportant

(200/1000).
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Using these values, the top three PSI outputs predict prestressed

concrete piles, with a confidence of 82, steel piles, with a confidence

of 72, and cast-in-place piles, with a confidence of 71 as the top three

possibilities. Detailed inputs and outputs are listed in Appendix L.

Due to the different constraints, the pile choices are spread out

more than in problems 1 and 1A. Changing the weighting factors in

problem 2A, knocks bored piles out of the top three and moves prestres-

sed concrete piles into the top choice along with steel piles as the

second choice.

Problems 3 and 3A

The soil profile shows a twenty-five foot layer of soft sand over-

laying a deep layer of stiff sand. There are no boulders in the area and

it is felt that negative skin friction is unlikely. The design load per

pile is estimated to be 25 tons. The length of the pile is estimated to

be 50 feet. There is no noise constraint and a vibration constraint is

present. Precast concrete piles are not available and steel piles are

available. The local contractor is an expert in most types of piling con-

struction except for auger placed concrete piling where he/she has some

experience, while for composite wood piling and pressure injected piling,

he/she has no experience. For this problem, all criteria have equal

weight of extremely important (1000/1000).

Using these values, the top three PSi outputs predict timber piles,

with a confidence of 95, cast-in-place pile with mandrel, with a con-

fidence of 92, and auger placed concrete pile, with a confidence of 84 as

the top three possibilities. Detailed inputs and outputs are listed in

Appendix M.
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Using the same site conditions as in Problem 3 except that the

weighting of criteria is changed. The vibration effects are weighted as

extremely important (1000/1000), availability of material and local

contractor experience are weighted as important (800/1000), length and

noise effects are weighted as not very important (500/1000), and design

load and soil conditions are weighted as relatively unimportant

(200/1000).

Using these values, the top three PSI outputs predict auger placed

concrete piles, with a confidence of 94, timber piles, with a confidence

of 94, and bored piles with a confidence of 93 as the top three possibil-

ities. Detailed inputs and outputs are listed in Appendix M.

The weighting factors in problem 3A tended to tighten the spread of

pile choices and dropped cast-in-place out of the top three, but kept it

a very close fourth. Auger placed and timber piles remain strong

choices, even though the contractor has limited experience in auger

placed piles, while bored piles moves into the top three.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The major portion of this thesis was dedicated to collating scat-

tered pile information and providing a data base for PSl. A comprehen-

sive review of the literature has been made. This search showed that

difference of opinions among the experts is common and that there are

numerous uncertainties involved in soil engineering. It can take many

years for an engineer to establish a strong feeling of proficiency.

Of all criteria, soil parameters play the greatest role in determin-

ing the type of pile required. Because of this, soil exploration was a

key process in pile design. Various bearing capacity methods were discus-

sed and recommendations provided. Potential soil-pile interaction

problems were discussed along with their effects on the numerous pile

choices. General information, strengths and weaknesses of each pile type

were discussed in detail.

There might be three of four "right" types of pile for a given set

of circumstances. Probably one of them is optimum considering loading,

soil, costs, space, and environment. It could be difficult choosing

those optimum pile choices for pile design and comparison unless the

chooser has deep experience to rely on. PSI was developed to assist the

engineer and reduce the iterative process of finding that optimum pile.

PSI is an expert pile selection system using fuzzy logic. With a general

knowledge input of the site conditions, PSI can provide optimum pile

choices for further design analysis and cost comparisons. This is the
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goal of the geotechnical engineer, to find that optimum solution. Fuzzy

logic was used because it best modeled the uncertainties and overlapping

abilities of various pile types. The expert knowledge data bases were

presented and discussed.

The versatility of PSI was shown through six pile problem sets. The

ability of the user to weight criteria to meet his site conditions proved

quite useful and showed comparitively substantial changes in pile selec-

tion output.

Conclusions

The conclusions reached in this study are:

1. Because of the numerous uncertainties and an industry based
largely on engineering experience, a need for an expert system
to assist in pile selection is evident.

2. Fuzzy set logic provided a better model of the real world for

the PSI expert system than traditional set logic.

3. PSI is versatile and useful in selecting initial pile types to
be used in further design analysis and cost comparisons. The

ability to weight the pile selection criteria by the user, fur-
ther refines the pile selection model to meet varying local re-
quirements.

4. Because the result of PSI is only as good as the built-in expert

knowledge data base, the current version of PSI is considered as
a prototype expert system. Calibration of PSI by experts in
pile foundations, are required to bring PSI to the status of a
"true" expert system.

Recommendations for Further Research

Improvements to PSI are recommended which could make it marketable.

First, FLOPS needs to be expanded, if possible, so that more than 500

rules can be generated. To encompass all aspects of pile selection, it

is estimated that FLOPS be altered to generate at least one thousand

rules. This will allow for membership values in the expert data files to

range from zero to one thousand, instead of either zero or five hundred
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to one thousand as currently exists. This will further refine PSi and

more accurately model the pile selection process. Second, further re-

search analyses on the effects of pile selection in the areas of artesian

pressure, uplifting forces, wider ranges of soil classifications and

attributes, time constraints, and space constraints should be analyzed.

Then additional expert knowledge data files can be created for use in

PSi. External programs to estimate the pile length required and perform

cost comparisons of pile types would round out PSI into a complete pack-

age.



APPENDICES
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Appendix A

PSI.c Program List

program PSI Pile Selector *

written Juang & Ulshater

date 3-20-89 *

version 1.0 *

references Siler and Tucker, "FLOPS" manual *

cis;
write 7 '\n\n\n'

write 7 ' WELCOME TO PSI \n\n ;
write 7 'Program PSI is an expert system written with FLOPS, an \n';

write 7 'expert system shell, for selection of an appropriate pile \n';

write 7 'type. The program uses a blackboard system for input data, \n';
write 7 'intermediate data and final output. Production rules are \n';

write 7 'written in FLOPS with automated generation scheme. External\n';
write 7 'routines written in C are linked to the FLOPS program for \n';
write 7 'faster computation. \n\n';

debug 0 ;
write 7 'Ready to compile the program PS1 \n'

write 7 '\nCompiling . .\n'

: DECLARATIONS

:control for user-supplied data

literalize start
useoldfile atm

store data atm

checkdata atm

modify-data atm

:user- supplied (problem-specific) data

literalize xdata

designload fit pilelength fit soiltype atm

stiffness atm negativetriction atm boulder atm
noiseeffect atm vibrationeffect atm

availPC atm exp PC atm

availPSC atm expPSC atm
availCIPM atm expCIPM atm

availCIP atm expCIP atm

availSTL atm expSTL atm

availTM atm expTM atm
availCPW atm expCPW atm
avail CPS atm exp CPS atm
avail_PIC atm expPIC atm

availAPC atm expAPC atm

availBP atm expBP atm
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:knowledge base data
literalize DL :design load knowledge base (DLKA,

lowerl fit :lower bound of design load
upperl fit :upper bound

fsmember atm :member of fuzzt set "pile-type"

confidence fUt ; :confidence of a pile being in

the class of fsmember

:knowledge base data

literalize LTH :pile length KB (LTHKB)

lower2 fit

upper2 fit
fsmember atrm
confidence fit

literalize NEX :NEKB
parameterl atm :noise effects (NE)

fsmember atm

confidence fit

literalize VEX :VEKB
parameter2 atm :vibration effects (VE)

fsmember atm
confidence fit

:knowledge base data

literalize AOMX :AOMKB
parameter3 atm :availability of material (AOM)
confidence fit

literalize LEX :LEKB
parameter4 atm :local exp (LE)

confidence fit

:knowledge base data

literalize SOIL :soil condition knowledge base (SCKB)
factorl atm : soil type

factor2 atm : stiffness
factor3 atm : negative_friction
factor4 atm : boulders

fsmember atm
confidence fit
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:pile-type selection according to each criterion

literalize piletype

criterionl fzset :selection based on design load

PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP )

criterion2 fzset :selection based on pile length

PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP )

criterion3 fzset :selection based on soil parameters

PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP )

criterion4 fzset :selection based on noise effect

PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP )

criterion5 fzset :selection based on vibration effect

PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP )

criterion6 fzset :selection based on availability

( PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP )

criterion7 fzset :selection based on experience

PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP

:final selection

literalize final

:block firing control

literalize control
block int ;

****************************BLOCKS OF ******************************

debug 0;

:RULES
:block 0 -- to generate blocks #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, and #8 rules

:rule rO -- to generate block 2 rules

rule 1000 ( DL lowerl = kLB> 'upperl = kUB) tfsmember = FSM)
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confidence CN

rule CONF) 2 (xdata -desiqn load * LB> design load -UB)

pile type 'criterionl.(FSM> =0)

modify 2 'criterionl. FSM)

:rule rl- to generate block 3 rules

rule 1000 (LTH 'lower2 = LB) -upper2 = <UB) 'fsmember = .FSM>'

confidence =(CONF>

rule <CONF> 3 ( xdata 'pile length > <LB> 'pile length <= (UB)

pile type -criterion2.<FSM) =0)

modify 2 -criterion2. <FSM)

:rule r2 (to generate block #4 rules)

rule 1000 (SOIL 'factorl = (TYPE> ^factor2 = <ST)

'factor3 = NF) ^factor4 = M"D>

'fsmember " FSM) 'confidence = (CONF)

rule <CONF> 4 (xdata 'soil type "(TYPE>" 'stiffness "<ST>"

'negative-friction "eNF)" ^boulder "(BD>"

pile type ^criterion3.(FSM> = 0

modify 2 criterion3.<FSM)

:rule r3 -- to generate block 15 rules

rule 1000 (NEX ^parameterl = NE> 'tsmember = FSM>

confidence = <CONF)

rule 'CONF> 5 ( xdata 'noise-effect ",'NE>"

pile type ^criterion4.<FSM) = 0

modify 2 'criterion4. FSM)
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:rule r4 -- to generate block #6 rules

rule 1000 (VEX 'parameter2 = (yE> ^tsmember = <FSM>

~confidence = <CONF>

rule <CONF> 6 ( xdata 'vibration effect " VE)"

(pile type -criterion5.(FSM> 0 0

modify 2 ^criterion5.(FSM>

:rule r5- r15 -- to generate block #7 rules

:rule r5

rule 1000 ( AOXX -parameter3 = '<AOM> ^confidence = CONF)

rule <CONF> 7 (xdata 'avail PC "IAOM>Iq

pile type ^criterion6.PC =0)

modify 2 ^criterion6.PC

:rule r6

rule 1000 (AOMX ^parameter3 = <AOM> ^confidence <CONF>

rule '<C0NF> 7 (xdata ^availPSC "(<AOM>" )

(pile type ^criterion6.PSC 0

modify 2 'criterion6.PSC

:rule r7

rule 1000 (AOMX -parameter3 = (AOM> ^confidence =<CONF)

rule <CONF) 7 (xdata ^availCIPM "(AOM>"

pile-type ^criterion6.CIPM =0

modify 2 ^criterion6.CIPN

:rule r8

rule 1000 (AOMX ^parameter3 = <AOM> ^confidence =<CONF>

rule (CONF> 7 ( xdata 'availCIP "<A0M>"

( pile type ^criterion6.CIP =0

modify 2 ^criterion6.CIP

:rule r9

rule 1000 ( AOMX ^parameter3 = <AOM> ^confidence = (CONF)

rule <CONF> 7 (xdata ^availSTL "'<A0M>" )

pile type ^criterion6.STL =0

modify 2 ^criterion6.STL
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:rule riO

rule 1000 ( AOMX -parameter3 = AOM) -confidence = CONF)

rule <CONF> 7 ( xdata -avail _ TM "<'AOM>1'

(pile-type criterion6.TM =0

modify 2 ^criterion6.TM

:rule nil

rule 1000 (AOMX ^parameter3 =(AOM> -confidence =<CONF)

rule <CONF> 7 ( xdata -avail_-CPW "(AOM)"

(pile type ^criterion6.CPW =0

modify 2 ^criterion6.CPW

:rule r12

rule 1000 (AOMX ^parameter3 =(AOM) -confidence = (CQNF)

rule (CONF) 7 (xdata ^availCPS "(AOM)'

pile type ^criterion6.CPS =0

modify 2 ^criterion6.CPS

:rule r13

rule 1000 ( AOMX -parameter3 = AOM> 'confidence =(CQNF>

rule <CONF> 7 (xdata ^availPIC "(AOM>" )

(pile type 'criterion6.PIC =0

modify 2 'criterion6.PIC

:rule r14

rule 1000 ( AOMX ^parameter3 = AOM> 'confidence = (CONF>

rule (CONF) 7 xdata ^availAPC "(AOM)"1

pile type ^criterion6.APC =0

modify 2 ^criterion6.APC

:rule r15

rule 1000 ( AOMX ^parameter3 = (AOM) 'confidence =(CONF)

rule <CONF) 7 (xdata ^availBP "(AOM>"v

(pile type ^Priterion6.BP =0

modify 2 ^criterion6.BP
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:rule r16- r26 -- to generate block #8 rules
:rule r16
rule 1000 (LEX 'parameter4 =(LE> -confidence =<CONF>

rule <CONF> 8 ( xdata -exp PC = "L>

(pile type criterion7.PC =0

modify 2 'criterion7.PC

:rule r17

rule 1000 ( LEX ^parameter4 ( LE> ~confidence =(CONF>

rule (CONF> 8 ( xdata ^exp -PSC "(LE>" )

(pile type criterion7.PSC = 0

modifl- 2 ^criterion7.PSC

:rule r18

rule 1000 ( LEX -parameter4 = (LE> ~confidence <CONF)

rule <CONF> 8 ( xdata ^exp CIPM =<Et

(pile type criterion7.CIPM 0

modify 2 ^criterion7.CIPM

:rule r19

rule 1000 (LEX -parameter4 = (LE> ~confidence (CONF)

rule (CONF> 8 ( xdata ^exp 7CIP ="(LE>")

(pile type criterion7.CIP = 0

modify 2 ^criterion7.CIP

:rule r20
rule 1000 (LEX ^parameter4 = (LE> ~confidence =(CONF>

rule (CONF> 8 ( xdata 'exp 7STL "<E=

(pile type criterion7.STL = 0)

modify 2 'criterion7.STL

:rule r21

rule 1000 ( LEX ^parameter4 = (LE> confidence = CONF)

rule <C0NF ' 8 ( xdata ^exp-TM ="(LE>',

(pile type ^criterion7.TM = 0

modify 2 ^criterion7.TM
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:rule r22
rule 1000 ( LEX ^parameter4 = (LE) confidence = \CQNF)

rule (CONF) 8 ( xdata ^exp-CPW "<E>

(pile type -criterion7.CPW = 0

modify 2 ^criterion7.CPW

:rule r23

rule 1000 ( L1EX -parameter4 = (LE> confidence = <CONF>

rule <CONF) 8 ( xdata ^exp-CPS "<LE>"

(pile type ^criterion7.CPS = 0

modify 2 ^criterion7.CPS

:rule r24

rule 1000 ( LEX -parameter4 = (LE> confidence =<CONF>

rule (CONF) 8 ( xdata 'exp PIC "<E>

(pile type ^r-Iterion7.PIC = 0

modify 2 ^criterion7.PIC

:rule r25
rule 1000 ( IJEX ^parameter4 = <LE) confidence = (CONF)

rule <CQNF) 8 ( xdata -exp-APC "<LE>"

(pile type -criterion7.APC = 0

modify 2 'criterion7.APC

:rule r26

rule 1000 ( LEX -parameter4 = <LE) chonfidence = CONF)

rule (CONF) 8 ( xdata 'exp -BP ="(LE)"

(pile type 'criterion7.BP = 0

modify 2 'criterion7.BP
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:block 1 for gathering problem-specific data from user
:rule r27

rule 1000 1 (start)

write 'n***************************\
write Begin to gather problem-specific data from user.\n',
write ***************************\n

call get -data
transfer xdata from user.dat
write '\nUser-supplied data has been loaded to FLOPS.\n,
write ********END OF USER INPUT ********\'
write '\nReady to run all generated rules on users data. Wn,
call pause,
write '\nExecuting . . . \~'

make pile type;

:blocks 2-8 -->to run rules generated for each of the seven CRITERIA
considered in the selection of pile type.

:block 9 (rule r28) is to determine final selection

:rule r28

rule 1000 9 (final)

call compute

:block 99 -- always enabled

:rule r29 -- to control block firing

rule 1000 99 ( control 'block <N) ^block <= 9)

fire block (N> del
modify 1 -block ( (N) + 1)
fire block ( (N) + 1 ) on
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**************************E*N OF BLOCKS AND RL***************************

INPUT DATA, INITIATION, AND ACTIONS

write 7 '\nAll original rules compiled, ready to generate new rules. \n';
write 7 '\nReading expert data file DLKB.c (Design Load) .\n';

open DLKB.c ;
write 7 '\nReading expert data file LTHKB.c (Length) . \n';

open LTHKB.c ;
write 7 '\nReading expert data file SCKB.c (Soil Conditions) . .\n';

open SCKB.c ;
write 7 '\nReading expert data file NEKB.c (Noise Effects) . .\n';

open NEKB.c ;
write 7 '\nReading expert data file VEKB.c (Vibration Effects) . .\n';

open VEKB.c ;
write 7 '\nReading expert data file AOMKB.c (Avail of Material) .\n';

open AOMKB.c ;
write 7 '\nReading expert data file LEKB.c (Local Experience) . .\n';

open LEKB.c ;

:turn all rules off

fire all off ;

:enable block firing control

make control ^block 0 ;

:run block 0 to generate rules

write 7 '\nNow FLOPS is ready to construct new rules. \n';
write 7 '\nConstructing new rules . . .n';

write 7 !(Please wait for a moment.)\n';

fire block 0 on
fire block 99 on
debug 0

run 1 ; :run block 0 to generate 7 blocks of rules
:and run block 99 to turn off block 0 and

:turn on block 1

:prule; :FOR DEBUGGING ONLY (PRINT ALL RULES)

write 7 '\nNew rules have been generated. \n';

write 7 '\nReady to gather problem-specific data from user \n\n';

call pause ;

:turn off generated rules except block 1 and 99

fire all off ;

fire block I on

fire block 99 on
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:to gather problem-specific data from the user
:by firing block-i rules (r27). Block #1 also make an instance
:of "pile type" so that block#2 thru #8 will be firable.

make start;
run 1 ; :to run block #1

:Next to run blocks #2 through #8
debug 1;
run 1;
run 1;

run 1;

run 1;
run 1;
run 1;
run 1;

transfer piletype to piletype.dat

make final;

run 1; :to run last block (#9)

write 7 '\nAt the DOS prompt enter TYPE OUTPUT.PSI for more\n';
write 7 'information, if desired.\n';
stop
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Appendix B

Program GetData.c

/* Program getdata.c -- called by FLOPS program pile.c */

/* -- to get data from user */

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <string.h>
#include <ctype.h>

#define MESSAGE1 "Estimated or required design load per pile (tons) to

#define MESSAGE2 "Estimated or required pile length 
(ft) = "

#define MESSAGE3 "Must know it it's cohesive (clay) or cohesionless (sand)."

/* key in '\' and <Enter> for continuation of string in #define statement */

#define MESSAGE4 \

"Need to know how pile develops resistance: \

friction, end bearing, or both."

#define MESSAGE5 \

"Lowering of water or new fill on ground surface may cause development \

of negative skin friction."

#define MESSAGE6 \
"Presence of boulders affects pile driving and \

selection of pile type."

#define MESSAGE7 \

"For some areas noise arisen from pile installation \

may be unacceptable."

#define MESSAGE8 \

"For some areas vibration arisen form pile installation \

may be unacceptable."

#define MESSAGE9 \

"Need to know if a particular type of pile material \

is available."

#define MESSAGE10 \
"Need to know if local experience on selected type \

of pile is secured."
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#define YES 'y'

#define NO 'n'

1* Function declarations *
mnt get a response 0
void data 0;

void actioni (char *message);

void action2 (mnt N, mnt *choice, char *message);

1* Other declarations */
char parameterliBUFSIZl, stringL[BUFSIZ], dummyli8O];

char *answer, *slevel, *result;

FILE *fp in, *fp out

main 0)

mnt ch;

printf ("\nUse previously-created data tile (\"user.dat\") ? (y/n)\n");

ch =getaresponseo;

if Cch == NO)

data D;

X1: printf ("\nWant to verify data ? (y/n)\n");
ch = getaresponseo;
if (ch == YES)

if ((p-in = fopen("user.dat", "r")) == NULL)

printf ("Can't open the tile \"user.dat\".\n");

else

while ((ch = getc(fp--in)) != EOF)

putc (ch, stdout);

printf ('\nnWant to modify data ? (y/n)\n");

ch = getaresponseo;

if (ch == YES)

data 0;
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goto Xl;

printf ("\nData updated and stored !\n");

/* Function definition */
int geta_response ()

int ch;

X2: ch = getchar 0;
gets (dummy);
ch = tolower (ch); /* change to lower case letter if any */

if (ch != YES && ch != NO)

printf ("\nMust enter y or n. Try again. ");

goto X2;

return (ch);

/* Function definition */

void data ()

int choice;
int index;

char *piletype [] = I

"PRECAST CONCRETE PILE",

"PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILE",

"CAST-IN-PLACE PILE WITH MANDREL",
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"CAST-IN-PLACE PILE WITHOUT MANDREL",

"STEEL PILE",

"TIMBER PILE",

''COMPOSITE PILE (WOOD-CONCRETE)"',

"COMPOSITE PILE (STEEL-CONCRETE)",

"PRESSURE INJECTED CONCRETE PILE",

"'AUGER INJECTED CONCRETE PILE"',

"BORED PILE"'

1;

it ((fp out =topen("user.dat", "w")) == NULL)

printf ("Can't open the file \"user.dat\".\n");

else

rewind (fp out);

fputs ("\"xdata\",", tp_out); /* "xdata" is requied by FLOPS *

printf ("nWANSWER ALL QUESTIONS ASKED ...\A");

printf ("nls data on DESIGN LOAD PER PILEYn");

prir'' ("known or can be estimated? (yin)")

actionl (MESSAGEl);

printf ("nls data on PILE LENGTH known or can be estimated? (y/n)n");

act joni (MESSAGES);
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printf ("\nWhich one of the descriptions is right on SUBSURFACE SOIL\n");

printf ("TYPE? (Enter 1, 2, or 3) :\n");

printf C' 1) mostly cohesive, 2) mostly cohesionless, 3) why?\n");

action2 (3, &choice, MESSAGE3);

switch (choice)

case 1

fputs ("\"COHESIVE\",", fpout);

fputs (result, fp__out);

break;

case 2:

fputs ("\"COHESIONLESS\",", fpout);

fputs (result, fp_out);

break;

printf ("\nWhich one of the descriptions is right on SUBSURFACE\n");

printt ("SOIL CONDITION ? (Enter 1, 2, 3, or 4):\n");

printf C" 1) very deep soft layer, 2) soft layer underlain by")

printf ("stiff layer\n 3) soft layer underlain by hard stratum")

printf ("4) why?\n");

action2 (4, &choice, MESSAGE4);

switch (choice)

case 1

fputs ("\"soft\"..".. fpout);

fputs (result, fp_out);

break;

case 2
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fputs ("\"stiff\",", fp_out);

fputs (result, fpout);

break;

case 3 :

fputs ("\"hard\",", fp_out);

fputs (result, fpout);

break;

printf ("\nWhich one of the descriptions is right on DEVELOPMENT\n");

printf ("OF NEGATIVE SKIN FRICTION ? (Enter 1, 2, or 3):\n");
printf (" 1) likely, 2) unlikely, 3) why?\n");

action2 (3, &choice, MESSAGE5);

switch (choice)

case I

fputs ("\"likely\",", fpout);

fputs (result, fpout);

break;

case 2 :

fputs ("\"unlikely\",", fpout);

fputs (result, fp_out);

break;

printf ("\nWhich one of the descriptions is right on PRESENCE ");

printf ("OF BOULDERS IN THE \nRANGE OF PILE EMBEDMENT? ");

printf ("(Enter 1, 2, or 3):\n");

printf (" 1) present, 2) not present, 3) why? \n");
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action2 (3, &choice, MESSAGE6);

switch (choice)

case 1

tputs ("\"yes\",", fp_out);

fputs (result, tpout);

break;

case 2:

fputs ("\"no\",", fpoPut);

fputs (result, fpout);

break;

printf ("\nWhich one af the descriptions is right on TOLERANCE\n");

printf ("OF NOISE EFFECTS ? (Enter 1, 2, 3, or 4):\n");
printf C' 1) extreme constraint, 2) constraint, 3) no constraint, "

printf ("4) why?\n");

action2 (4, &choice, MESSAGE7);

switch (choice)

case 1

fputs ("\"extreme-constraint\".... fpoput);

tputs (result, fp_out);

break;

case 2:

tputs ("\"constraint\",", [poput);

fputs (result, [pout);
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break;

case 3:

[puts ("\"no-constraint\',", [p_out);

[puts (result, [p_out);

printf ("\nWhich one of the descriptions is right on TOLERANCE\n");

printf ("OF VIBRATION EFFECTS ? (Enter 1, 2, 3, or 4):\n");

printf C' 1) extreme constraint, 2) constraint, 3) no constraint,")

printf ("4) why?\n");

action2 (4, &choice, MESSAGEB);

switch (choice)

case 1

[puts ("\"extreme-constraint\",", [pout);

[puts (result, [pout);

break;

case 2:

[puts ("\"constraint\",", [pout);

[puts (result, [p_out);

break;

case 3:

[puts ("\"no_constraint\", [... p_out);

[puts (result, [p_out);

break;

for (index= 0; index <= 10; index++)
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printf ("\nWhich one of the descriptions is right on MATERIAL");

printt C" AVAILABILITY OF\n%s", pile type[index],"

printf C' (Enter 1, 21, 3, or 4):\n");

printf C' 1) economically available, 2) available, 3) not")

printf ("available, 4) why?\n");

action2 (4, &choice, MESSAGE9);

switch (choice)

case 1

fputs ("\"economical\",", fp_out,'

fputs (result, fpout); 1* "result" is cont. level ~

break; /* in the form of an ASCII *

case 2 : * string *

fputs ("\"available\",", fp-out);

fp~its (result, fpoput);

break;

case 3:

tputs ("\"not-available\",", fp_out);

fputs (result, fp__out);

break-

printf C"\nWhich one of the descriptions is right on LOCAL")

i'rintf ("CONSTRJ&!'ION EXPERIENCE OF\n%s", pile typellindexi," ?")

printf C" (Enter 1, 2, 3, or 4):\n");

printt C' 1) expert, 2) some experience, 3) no experience")

printf ("4) why?\n");

action2 (4, &choice, MESSAGElO);

switch (choice)
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case 1

fputs ("\"expert\",", fpout);

fputs (result, fp_out); /* "result" is conf. level */

break; /* in the form of an ASCII */

case 2 : /* string */

fputs ("\"someexperience\",", fp_out);

fputs (result, fpout);

break;

case 3 :

fputs ("\"no_experience\",", fp_out);

fputs (result, fp_out);

break;

I /* end of for-loop */

I /* end of first if-else structure *1

fclose (fp_out);
/* end of function data */

/* Function Definition */

/* actionl -- to obtain quantitative data and to write to output file; */

/* parameter and its conf. level are stored as ASCII string */

void actionl (char *message)

int ch;

ch = getchar 0;
gets (dummy);
ch = tolower (ch); /* change to lower case letter if any */

if (ch != YES && ch != NO)
I
printf ("\nMust enter y or n. Try again. ");
actionl (message);
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else if (ch == YES)
I

printf ("\n%s", message);

answer = gets (parameter);

fputs (answer, fpout);

fputs (",i000 ,", fpout);

else

fputs ("0,0, ", fpout);

return;

/* Function definition */

/* action2 -- to obtain and return "choice", and to assign value to */

/* global variable "result" which is an ASCII string of

/* the confidence level */

void action2 (int N, int *choice, char *message)

/* Note that "*choice" is the value stored */

/* in the address named "choice"

int level;

scanf ("%d", choice); /* Note that "choice" is already an address */

gets (dummy);

if (*choice >= 1 && *choice <= N)

if (*choice != N)

printf ("\nWhat is the confidence of your answer on the above ");

printf ("question ?\n");
printf ("(Enter 1, 2, or 3):\n");

printf (" 1) absolutely sure, 2) very sure, 3) sure\n");

scanf ("%d", &level);

gets (dummy); /* preventing any unwanted string */

/* from being assigned to next input */

if (level == 1) level = 1000;
if (level == 2) level = 900;

if (level == 3) level = 750;

slevel = itoa (level, stringL, 10); /* convert int. to string */

result = strcat (stringL, ", "); /* add to string a comma */
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else

printf ("\n%s\n", message);

printf (I\n***************************\nNow enter your choics: \n");

action2 (N, choice, MESSAGElO);

else

printf ("\nMust enter an integer between 1 and %d. Try again \n", N);

action2 (N, choice, MESSAGElO);
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Appendix C

Program Compute.C

/* program COMPUTE.C - computation for final selection of pile

/* main () Called by FLOPS program psl.c *I

* 1 No data transfered from psl.c

/* 1 But will read a file piletype.dat created */

/* 1 By psl.c */

I* Then it creates output.psl *I

* 1 Before return to FLOPS

#include <stdio.h>
#define LENGTH 5 /* maximum length of any field in a record */

/* stored in the file piletype.dat */
#define NUMBER 11 /* number of pile types */

define MESSAGEX \
"If your answer is NO, the program uses the default setting, which \

applies\nequal weight to all criteria. Now enter your choice.\n"

/* Function declaration */
void sortcontrol (char *type[], int final_conf[L);
void sort (char *type(], int final_conf[]);

char *type [] = I

"PC - precast concrete pile",

"PSC - prestressed concrete pile",

"CIPM - cast-in-place with mandrel",

"CIP - cast-in-place without mandrel',

"STL - steel pile (H, I, or Pipe)",
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int ch

int i, j, index, choice, choiceX, choiceY

float suml, sum2;

char intarry[LENGTH]

int conf [7][11] ; /* conf is confidence level for each member /

/* of a 11-member fuzzy set; 7 fuzzy sets */

/* resulted from FLOPS execution of psl.c */

/* data are stored in piletype.dat */

int final conf [11]; /* final confidence on selection of each pile */

/* Open file output.psl for writing */

if (( fppile = fopen("output.psl", "w")) == NULL)

printf ("Can't open the file \"output.psl\". \n");

printf ("Program COMPUTE.C will stop.\n");

goto XX;
I

else

/* to write hardcopy outputs to file output.psl herein */

/* Begin to read in piletype.dat which results from FLOPS execution. */

/* piletype.dat is a ASCII file with only one record containing 78 /

/* fields. The first field is a string which is the name of an element */

/* in FLOPS. The other fields are membership values in terms of conf. */

/* level for each member of the fuzzy sets "criterionl", "criterion2", 1

/* up to "criterion7". */

if (( fptype = fopen("piletype.dat", "r")) == NULL)

printf ("Can't open the file \"piletype.dat\". \n");

printf ("Program COMPUTE.C will stop.\n");

goto XX;
I

else

I
while ((ch = getc(fp_type)) !='';/* skip 1st field (a string) *
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fprintf (fppile, "KEY OUTPUT OF psl.c FOR PILE SELECTION\n\n");
fprintf (fppile, "I. Confidence for selecting each of the eleven "

fprintf (fppile,"piles\n based on each of the seven criteria.\n\n");
for 0j=O; j <11; j-i-)

fprintf (fpjpile, "%s\n", type[j]);

fprintf (fp~pile, "\n PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW "

fprintf (fppile, "CPS PIC APC BP\n");

for (i = 0; i < 7; i++s)

for (j = 0; j < 11; j++)

I /* collect characters in a field *

index = 0 , * and store in an array intarry ~

while ((ch = getc(fp type)) 1-'' & (index < LENGTH))

intarry [index++] = ch

intarry [index] ='\0';

/* convert string to an integer *

couf [ii [il = atoi (intarry)

fprintf (fpjpile, "%5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d\n",

conf Ii] [01 , conf [i] (1] , conf [ii[2] , cont [ii[3],

cont [ii[4] , cont [ii[5] , conf [ii[6], cont [ii [7]

cont [i] [8] , cont [ii[9] , cont [ii [10]

fclose (fp_type)
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/* The following section is to collect user supplied weighting data *

printf (\*****************\"

printf ("\n Need some more data from you!\n");
printf(~\*****************n)
printt ("\nhe following are a list of pile selection criteria:\n\n");

for (i=0; i <7; i++)

printf C" %s\n", criteria[i]);

printf ("\nDo you want to put weights to these criteria BY YOURSELF?\n");
printf ("(Enter 1- yes, 2- no, 3- why? ):\n");

X: scanf ("%d", &choiceX);

if (choiceX !=1 && choiceX != 2 && choiceX !=3)1
printf ("\nMust enter an integer 1 ,2, or 3. Try again!\n");
goto X; I

if (choiceX ==1)

for (i=0; i < 7; i++)

printf ("\nOn a relative basis, assign a weight for the criterion\n");

printf ("Ws", criteria[iI);
printf ("\nEnter 1- extremely important, 2- important, 3- not very");
printf (" important\n 4- unimportant\n");

Y: scanf ("Wd", &choiceY);

if (choiceY != 1 && choiceY != 2 && choiceY != 3 && choiceY !=4)1

printf ("\nMust enter an integer 1, 2, or 3. Try again!\n");

goto Y; I

if (choiceY ==1) weight~iI = 1000;

if (choiceY ==2) weight[iI = 800;

if (choiceY ==3) weight[i] = 500;

if (choiceY ==4) weight~i] = 200;

if (choiceX == 3)
printf ("\n%s", MESSAGEX);
goto X ; I

printf (P\n\n\n****** NO MORE QUESTIONS ASKED *******\n");
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/* to write the weighting factors to file pointed by fpjpile *

fprintf (fppile, "\n\nII. Weighting factors for the seven "

fprintf (fp-pile, "criteria:\n\n");

fprintf (fp-pile, "%8d\n%8d\n%8d\n%8d\n%8d\n%8d\n%8d\n",

weight[Ol , weight[l], weight[2] , weight[3],

weight[4], weight[51, weight[6]);

fprintf (fppile,"\nThe seven criteria used, in the order of the");

fprintf (fpjpile,"\nabove listed weight are as follows:\n\n");

for (i=0; i ( 7; i++)

fprintf (fpjuile, "%s\n", criteria[i]);

1* Begin to compute Weighted Confidence *

for (j=0; j < 11; j++)

sumi = 0

sum2 = 0
for (i=0; i <7; i++)

sumi += ((cont [ii [j/1) *(weight[i]/l0))

sum2 += (weight~iI /10)

final-cont [ii= sumi / sum2

fprintf (fp pile, "\n\nIII. Final Confidence for selecting a")
fprintf (fpjpile, "particular pile: \n");

fpriritf(fpjpile, "\npile: PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW ")

fprintf(fppile, "CPS PIC APC BP\n");

fprintf(fppile, "cant :%5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d\n",

final-conf [0], final_conf [1], final conf [2], final _conf [3],

final-conf [4], final-cont [5], final conf [6], final-conf [7],

final _cant[81, final _conf [91, final _cont [10] );
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printt If ~ **************~**

printf ("\nEND OF COMPUTATION! END OF COMPUTATION!\n\n");

printf ("Select an option to view the recommendation");

printf ("(Enter 1, 2, or 3) : \n");
printf ("1) all results, 2) top three choices, or 3) top choice\n");

Z: scant ("Wd', &choice);

printf ("\nECOMMENDATION FROM psl.c ON PILE SELECTION\n");

if (choice )= 1 && choice ,= 3)

switch (choice)

case 1

printf ("\n\npile: PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW "

printf ("CPS PIC APC BP\n");

printf ("conf:%5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d %5d\n",

final-cont [0], final-conf~l], final-cont [2], final _cont [3],

final _conf[4], final-conf[5], final _conf[6], final _cont [71,

final -conf [3], final-conf [9], final-cont [10] );

printf ("\n\nSymbols used above are as follows:\n\n");

for (j=0; j (11; j++)

printf ("%s\n", typejI);

break;

case 2

sort _ control (type, final_conf);

for (j=0; j < 3; j++)

printf ( "\n%s ->confidence = %4d\n", typej], final-cont Lii);
break;

case 3

sort -control (type, final-conf);

printf ("\nThe best choice is %s", type[0]);

printf ("\nWith a confidence of %4d\n", final_cont [0]);

fprintf (fppile, "\n\nThe best choice is %s", type[0]);

fprintf (fpjpile, "\nWith a confidence of %4d\n", final-conf[0]);

break;

else
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printt ("\nMust enter an integer between 1 and 3. Try again!\n");

goto Z;

tprintf (fppile, "\n\n***** END OF output.psl *****\n");

fclose (fppile)

XX: index= -1;
I

/* Function definition */

void sort-control (char *type[], int finalconf[])

int n, j

int newconf [NUMBER]
char *newtype[NUMBER]

n= 0;
for (j=O; j < NUMBER; j++)

sort (type, finalcont);
newtype [n] = type[O] ;

newconf [n] = finalconf [0]

finalconf [01 = 0
n += 1

for (j=O; j < NUMBER; j++)

finalconf[j] = newconf[ji]
type[j] = newtype[j]

/* Function definition */

void sort (char *type[), int finalconf[])

int j, temp, count

char *tempX
int max ;

max = final_conf[0]
for (j=l; j < NUMBER; j++)

if (max < finalconf[j])
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max =final-confllj]

j =0;
while (max 1=final-conf[j]) j++
count = j

tempX = type~countl
type [count] = type[0]
type[0I = tempX;
temp = final-conf~count]

final -conf [count] = final-conf [0]

final-conf [0] = temp
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Appendix D

List of DLKB Expert Knowledge File

:Design loading (tons)

:Key:

:PC Precast Concrete piles
:PSC = Prestressed Concrete piles

:CIPM = Cast-4n-Place with Mandrel

:CIP = Cast-in-Place without Mandrel

:STL = Steel pile (H, I, of open pipe)
:TM = Timber pile

:CPW = Composite Pile Wood/concrete

:CPS = Composite Pile Steel/concrete

also Composite Pile Steel Pipe filled w/concrete & steel H-beam

:PIC = Pressure Injected Concrete

:APC = Auger Pressure injected Concrete

:BP = Bored/Cassion Piles

make DL ^lowerl 0 -upperl 21 'fsmember "CIPM" ^confidence 600;

make DL 'lowerl 0 "upperl 21 ^fsmember "TM" 'confidence 1000;

make DL 'lowerl 21 ^upperl 29 'fsmember "CIPM" ^confidence 800;

make DL ^lowerl 21 "upperl 29 'fsmember "TM" ^confidence 1000;

make DL -lowerl 21 'upperl 29 'fsmember "CPW" ^confidence 700;

make DL ^lowerl 29 'upperl 39 -fsmember "PC" ^confidence 800;

make DL ^lowerl 29 -upperl 39 'fsmember "PSC" 'confidence 800;

make DL 'lowerl 29 "upperl 39 ^fsmember "CIPM" 'confidence 1000;

make DL -lowerl 29 ^upperl 39 "fsmember "CIP" -confidence 500;

make DL "lowerl 29 ^upperl 39 ^fsmember "TM" ^confidence 700;

make DL 'lowerl 29 ^upperl 39 'fsmember "CPW" ^confidence 1000;

make DL 'lowerl 29 ^upperl 39 'fsmember "CPS" -confidence 1000;

make DL 'lowerl 29 'upperl 39 ^fsmember "APC" 'confidence 800;

make DL 'lowerl 39 'upperl 50 'fsmember "PC" 'confidence 1000;

make DL 'lowerl 39 'upperl 50 'fsmember "PSC" 'confidence 1000;

make DL 'lowerl 39 'upperl 50 ^fsmember "CIPM" 'confidence 1000;

make DL 'lowerl 39 'upperl 50 'fsmember "CIP" 'confidence 800;
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make DL ^lowerl 39 ^upperl 50 -tsmember "STL" 'confidence 1000;

make DL -lowerl 39 ^upperl 50 ^fsmember "TM" -confidence 600;

make DL ^lowerl 39 'upperl 50 ^fsmember "CPW" ^confidence 700;

make DL ^lowerl 39 'upperl 50 -tsmember "CPS" -confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 39 ^upperl 50 ^fsmember "PIC" -confidence 900;

make DL ^lowerl 39 -upperl 50 -fsmember "APC" 'confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 50 ^upperl 59 ^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 50 ^upperl 59 -fsmember "PSC" -confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 50 ^upperl 59 -fsmember "CIPM" -confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 50 -upperl 59 -fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 1000;

make DL 'lowerl 50 -upperl 59 ^fsmember "STL" ^confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 50 ^upperl 59 -fsmember "CPS" 'confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 50 ^upperl 59 ^fsmember "PIC" 'confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 50 ^upperl 59 ^fsmember "APC" 'confidence 1000;

make DL 'lowerl 59 'upperl 70 ^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 59 ^upperl 70 ^fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 59 ^upperl 70 'fsmember "CIPM" ^confidence 800;

make DL ^lowerl 59 ^upperl 70 ^fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 59 'upperl 70 ^fsmember "STL" ^confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 59 -upperl 70 ^fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 59 ^upperl 70 ^fsmember "PIC" -confidence 1000;

make DL 'lowerl 59 ^upperl 70 ^fsmember "APC" ^confidence 900;

make DL ^lowerl 70 ^upperl 80 'fsmember "PC" ^confidence 900;

make DL ^lowerl 70 ^upperl 80 ^fsmember "PSC" 'confidence 1000;

make DL 'lowerl 70 -upperl 80 ^fsmember "CIPM" ^confidence 600;
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make DL ^lowerl 70 ^upperl 80 ^fsmember "CIP" -confidence 1000;

make DL -lowerl 70 -upperl 80 ^fsmember "STL" ^confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 70 'upperl 80 fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 1000;

make DL "lowerl 70 'upperl 80 ^fsmember "PIC" ^confidence 1000;

make DL 'lowerl 70 ^upperl 80 ^fsmember "APC" ^confidence 600;

make DL 'lowerl 70 'upperl 80 ^fsmember "BP" ^confidence 500;

make DL ^lowerl 80 'upperl 100 -fsmember "PC" 'confidence 800;

make DL ^lowerl 80 ^upperl 100 ^fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 80 ^upperl 100 ^fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 800;

make DL ^lowerl 80 ^upperl 100 ^fsmember "STL" confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 80 ^upperl 100 'fsmember "CPS" 'confidence 900;

make DL 'lowerl 80 ^upperl 100 'fsmember "PIC" ^confidence 1000;

make DL 'lowerl 80 'upperl 100 'fsmember "BP" ^confidence 600;

make DL ^lowerl 100 -upperl 120 ^fsmember "PSC" -confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 100 'upperl 120 ^fsmember "STL" ^confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 100 'upperl 120 'fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 800;

make DL ^lowerl 100 ^upperl 120 ^fsmembet "PIC" 'confidence 900;

make DL ^lowerl 100 ^upperl 120 ^fsmember "BP" ^confidence 700;

make DL ^lowerl 120 ^upperl 150 fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 1000;

make DL 'lowerl 120 ^upperl 150 ^fsmember "STL" -confidence 900;

make DL -lowerl 120 ^upperl 150 ^fsmember "CPS" 'confidence 600;

make DL ilowerl 120 upperl 150 ^fsmember "BP" ^confidence 800;

make DL 'lowerl 150 ^upperl 200 'fsmember "PSC" -confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 150 ^upperl 200 'fsmember "STL" Tconfidence 850;

make DL ^lowerl 150 ^upperl 200 _fsmember "BP" 'confidence 1000;
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make DL ^lowerl 200 -upperl 350 tfsmember "PSC" -confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 200 'upperl 350 ^fsmember "BP" ^confidence 1000;

make DL -lowerl 350 'upperl 500 ^fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 900;

make DL -lowerl 350 ^upperl 500 ^fsmember "BP" -confidence 1000;

make DL -lowerl 500 ^upperl 1000 'fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 700;

make DL ^lowerl 500 ^upperl 1000 ^fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 1000;

make DL ^lowerl 500 ^upperl 1000 ^fsmember "BP" ^confidence 1000;

make DL -lowerl 1000 ^upperl 1500 -fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 1000;
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Appendix E

List of SCKB Expert Knowledge File

:SOIL: Cohesive soils
:factorl = cohesive/cohesionless
:factor2 = stiffness of the bearing soil (soft/stiff/hard)
:factor3 = negative skin friction (likely/unlikely)
:factor4 = boulders present (yes/no)

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "soft" -factor3 "unlikely"
~factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PC" 'confidence 900;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "soft" 'factor3 "unlikely"
^factor4 "no" -fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" 'fsmember "CIPM" -confidence 700;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "soft" ^[actor3 "unlikely"
^factor4 "no" -fsmember "CIP" -confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"
factor4 "no" ^fsmember "STL" 'confidence 500;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"
^factor4 "no" -fsmember "TM" 'confidence 700;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "soft" 'factor3 "unlikely"
^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CPW" 'confidence 800;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"
^factor4 "no" 'fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 650;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"
factor4 "no" ^fsmember "APC" 'confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" -factor2 "stiff" 'factor3 "unlikely"
factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PC" 'confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "stiff" >factor3 "unlikely"
factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PSC" -confidence 1000;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"
factor4 "no" -fsmember "CIPH" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"
factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 950;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"
factor4 "no" ^fsmember "ST" 'confidence 800;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" -factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"
^factor4 "no" 'fsmember "TM" 'confidence 700;
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make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" >factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CPW" -confidence 800;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" -factor2 "stiff" 'factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" -fsmember "CP'S" ^confidence 800;

make SOIL ^factor1 "Cohesive" 'factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

'factor4 "no" ^fsmember "APC" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "stiff" -factor3 "unlikely"

'factor4 "no" ^fsmember "B"l 'confidence 900;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 800;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "unlikely"

'factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 800;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "ST" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" *factor2 "hard" 'factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" 'fsmember "CP'S" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" -fsmember "APC" -confidence 600;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "unlikely"

'factor4 "no" 'tsmember "BP" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "soft" 'factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 850;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" 'fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 950;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "CIP" -confidence 700;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "STL" ^confidence 500;

make SOIL ^factor1 "Cohesive" 'factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" -fsmember "CP'S" 'confidence 650;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "yes" 'fsmember "APC" -confidence 600;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" 'fsmember "PC" ^confidence 950;
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make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesive" factor2 "stiff" -factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "Yes" fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 950;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "stiff" -factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" fsmember "CIP" 'confidence 650;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "stiff" -factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" -fsmember "STL" 'confidence 800;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "Yes" -fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 800;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "stiff" 'factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "Yes" 'fsmember "APC" ^confidence 600;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

'factor4 "Yes" 'fsmember "BP" -confidence 700;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" :^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 750;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" -factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "Yes" -fsmember "1PSC" -confidence 750;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" -factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "Yes" -fsmember "IST" -confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" 'factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "Yes" 'fsmember "CPS" 'confidence 950;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" -factor2 "hard" 'factor3 "unlikely"

~factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "BP" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PC" 'confidence 600;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "soft" -factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" ftsmember "1PSC" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" -factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CIPM" 'confidence 500;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" 'fsmember "TM" 'confidence 700;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "soft" 'factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CPW" 'confidence 600;
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make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "soft" 'factor3 "likely"

'factor4 "no" -fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 600;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" Mfactor2 "stiff" -factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PC" 'confidence 750;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" -factor2 "stiff" 'factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 750;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "stiff" -factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CIPM" 'confidence 500;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" -factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 950;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" Mfactor2 "stiff" -factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" 'fsmember "STL" -confidence 800;

make SOIL Mfactorl "Cohesive" -factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "TM" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CPW" ^confidence 650;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "stiff" 'factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 650;

make SOIL Mfactorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "hard" Mfactor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PSC" -confidence 700;

make SOIL Mfactorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "hard" -factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "STL" -confidence 1000;

make SOIL Mfactorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 800;

make SOIL Mfactorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" 'factor3 "likely"

Mfactor4 "no" ^fsmember "BP" ^confidence 900;

make SOIL factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "soft" Mfactor3 "likely"

^factor4 "yes" 'fsmember "PC" ^confidence 550;

make SOIL Mfactorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "soft" 'factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "yes" Mfsmember "PSC" ^confidence 650;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "soft" Mfactor3 "likely"

^factor4 "yes" Mfsmember "CIP" 'confidence 700;
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make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "stiff" -factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "Yes"' tsmember "PC" confidence 700;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" 'factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "likely"

factor4 "Yes" fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" -factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 650;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "stiff" 'factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "Yes" -fsmember "ST" 'confidence 800;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "likely"

factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 500;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 650;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "likely"

factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "PSC" 'confidence 650;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" 'factor3 "likely"

'factor4 "Yes" 'fsmember "ST" ^confidence 900;

make SOIL 'factorl. "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" 'factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 750;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesive" ^factor2 "hard" 'factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "Yes" -fsmember "BP" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" 'factor2 "soft" -factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" 'fsmember "PC" ^confidence 900;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" 'factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" 'fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CIPM" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "IP"V ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" 'factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" 'fsmember "1STL" ^confidence 500;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" 'fsmember "TM" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "no" 'fsmember "CPW" ^confidence 1000;
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make SOIL -factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" 'factor3 "unlikely"

~factor4 "no" -fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 800;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" -factor2 "soft" tfactor3 "unlikely"

~factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PIC" -confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" -factor2 "soft" 'factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "no" -fsmember "APC" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" 'factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PC" -confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" -factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

~factor4 "no" 'fsmember "PSC" 'confidence 1000;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" 'factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CIPM" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "no" 'fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 950;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" -factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "no" 'fsmember "STL" ^confidence 800;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" 'fsmember "TM" ^confidence 900;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" -factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CPW" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" 'factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" 'fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 950;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" -factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" 'fsmember "PIC" 'confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" 'factor3 "unlikely"

~factor4 "no" ^fsmember "APC" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" tfsmember "BP" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 800;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" 'factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" ^fsrnember "PSC" ^confidence 800;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "STL" ^confidence 1000;
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^factor4 "no" 'fscnember "CPS" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "unlikely"

~factor4 "no" ^fsmember "APC" ^confidence 600;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" 'factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "BP" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" 'factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 850;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" -factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 950;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" -factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "STL" -confidence 500;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 750;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "PIC" ^confidence 600;

make SOIL ^factor1 "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "APC" ^confidence 600;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "Yes" 'fsmember "PC" ^confidence 950;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" 'factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "PSC" 'confidence 950;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 650;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" 'factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "STL" ^confidence 800;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" 'fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 800;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "PIC" ^confidence 600;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "APC" ^confidence 600;
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make SOIL -factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "BPI' ^confidence 600;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^[actor2 "hard" -factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" 'fsmember "PC" ^confidence 750;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" -factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "unlikely"

factor4 "Yes" 'fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 750;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "unlikely"

'factor4 "Yes" 'fsmember "STL" -confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" 'factor2 "hard" -factor3 "unlikely"

^factor4 "Yes" 'fsmember "CPS" 'confidence 950;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" 'factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "unlikely"

~factor4 "Yes" ^fsmember "BP" ^confidence 800;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" -factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PC" 'confidence 600;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesionless" -factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" -fsmember "CIPM" ^confidence 600;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" -factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" 'fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "CohesionlesB" ^factor2 "soft" 'factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "TM" ^confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" 'fsmember "CPW" ^confidence 600;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" -factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PIC" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" 'factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 750;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 750;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" 'factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CIPM" ^confidence 600;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" 'fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 950;
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make SOIL "factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" -factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" "fsmember "STL" confidence 800;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" 'fsmember "TM" 'confidence 900;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CPW" -confidence 650;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CPS" 'confidence 650;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" -fsmember "PIC" 'confidence 700;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" "factor2 "hard" 'factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "PSC" -confidence 700;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "likely"

factor4 "no" ^fsmember "STL" confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "hard" 'factor3 "likely"

'factor4 "no" ^fsmember "CPS" 'confidence 800;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "no" ^fsmember "BP" ^confidence 900;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "yes" ^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 550;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "yes" ^fsmember "PSC" 'confidence 650;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" 'factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "yes" ^fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" 'factor2 "soft" ^factor3 "likely"

'factor4 "yes" ^fsmember "PIC" ^confidence 500;

make SOIL "factorl "Cohesionless" "factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "yes" ^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" "factor2 "stiff" 'factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "yes" 'fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 700;

make SOIL 'factorl "Cohesionless" 'factor2 "stiff" ^factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "yes" ^fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 650;
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make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" -factor3 "likely"

"factor4 "yes" ^fsmember "STL" ^confidence 800;

make SOIL "factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" 'factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "yes" ^fsmember "CPS" -confidence 500;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "stiff" -factor3 "likely"

^factor4 "yes" ^fsmember "PIC" -confidence 500;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "hard" 'factor3 "likely"

'factor4 "yes" 'fsmember "PC" ^confidence 650;

make SOIL -factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "likely"

"factor4 "yes" ^fsmember "PSC" -confidence 650;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" 'factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "likely"

'factor4 "yes" ^fsmember "STL" confidence 1000;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "likely"

'factor4 "yes" -fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 800;

make SOIL ^factorl "Cohesionless" ^factor2 "hard" ^factor3 "likely"

'factor4 "yes" ^fsmember "BP" -confidence 750;
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Appendix F

List of LTHKB Expert Knowledge File

:Length Parameters (feet)

:Key;

:PC = Precast Concrete piles

:PSC = Prestressed Concrete piles

:CIPM = Cast-in-Place with Mandrel

:CIP = Cast-in-Place without Mandrel

:STL = Steel pile (H, I, of open pipe)

:TM = Timber pile

:CPW = Composite Pile Wood/concrete

:CPS = Composite Pile Steel/concrete

ALSO Composite Pile Steel Pipe filled w/concrete & steel H-beam

:PIC = Pressure Injected Concrete

:APC = Auger Pressure injected Concrete

:BP = Bored/Cassion Piles

make LTH ^lower2 10 'upper2 29 -fsmember "TM" ^confidence 600;

make LTH ^lower2 10 -upper2 29 ^fsmember "CIPM" 'confidence 1000;

make LTH -lower2 10 'upper2 29 "fsmember "CIP" 'confidence 600;

make LTH ^lower2 10 'upper2 29 ^fsmember "PIC" ^confidence 1000;

make LTH -lower2 10 ^upper2 29 'fsmember "BP" 'confidence 700;

make LTH ^lower2 29 ^upper2 39 ^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 700;

make LTH -lower2 29 ^upper2 39 'fsmember "CIPM" 'confidence 1000;

make LTH "lower2 29 ^upper2 39 'fsmember "CIP" 'confidence 1000;

make LTH ^lower2 29 ^upper2 39 ^fsmember "STL" -confidence 600;

make LTH "lower2 29 ^upper2 39 ^fsmember "TM" ^confidence 1000;

make LTH ^lower2 29 ^upper2 39 ^fsmember "PIC" ^confidence 1000;

make LTH ^lower2 29 'upper2 39 -fsmember "APC" 'confidence 800;

make LTH ^lower2 29 ^upper2 39 -fsmember "BP" 'confidence 900;

make LTH ^lower2 39 "upper2 50 ^fsmember "PC" 'confidence 1000;

make LTH ^lower2 39 "upper2 50 "fsmember "PSC" 'confidence 500;

make LTH 'lower2 39 "upper2 50 "fsmember "CIPM" -confidence 1000;

make LTH 'lower2 39 'upper2 50 ^fsmember "CIP" 'confidence 1000;

make LTH -lower2 39 'upper2 50 ^fsmember "STL" ^confidence 1000;
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make LTH ^lower2 39 ^upper2 50 -fsmember "MI" ^confidence 1000;

make LTH 'lower2 39 ^upper2 50 ^fsmember "PIC" ^confidence 1000;

make LTH ^lower2 39 ^upper2 50 ^fsmember "APC" ^confidence 1000;

make LTH ^lower2 39 -upper2 50 -fsmember "BP" ^confidence 1000;

make LTH ^lower2 50 'upper2 59 tfsmember "PC" -confidence 800;

make LTH -lower2 50 ^upper2 59 -fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 700;

make LTH lower2 50 ^upper2 59 'fsmember "CIPM" ^confidence 1000;

make LTH ^lower2 50 'upper2 59 ^fsmember "CIP" -confidence 1000;

make LTH ^lower2 50 ^upper2 59 ^fsmember "STL" ^confidence 1000;

make LTH ^lower2 50 -upper2 59 -fsmember "TM" 'confidence 1000;

make LTH 'lower2 50 -upper2 59 'fsmember "CPW" ^confidence 700;

make LTH ^lower2 50 -upper2 59 ^fsmember "CPS" 'confidence 700;

make LTH -lower2 50 ^upper2 59 ^fsmember "PIC" ^confidence 900;

make LTH -lower2 50 'upper2 59 ^fsmember "APC" -confidence 1000;

make LTH ^lower2 50 ^upper2 59 ^fsme uer "BP" -confidence 1000;

make LTH "lower2 59 ^upper2 80 ^fsmember "PC" ^confidence 600;

make LTH ^lower2 59 'upper2 80 -fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 1000;

make LTH -lower2 59 ^upper2 80 ^fsmember "CIPM" -confidence 800;

make LTH ^lower2 59 ^upper2 80 ^fsmember "CI" ^confidence 1000;

make LTH ^lower2 59 ^upper2 80 Mfsmember "ST" confidence 1000;

make LTH -lower2 59 ^upper2 80 ^fsmember "W" ^confidence 600;

make LTH 'lower2 59 "upper2 80 tfsmember "CPW" ^confidence 900;

make LTH ^lower2 59 ^upper2 80 ^fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 900;

make LTH 'lower2 59 ^upper2 80 ^fsmember "PIC" -confidence 600;

make LTH ^ower2 59 ^upper2 80 ^fsmember "APC" ^confidence 600;
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make LTH ^lower2 59 'upper2 80 'fsmember "BP" 'confidence 1000;

make LTH ^lower2 80 ^upper2 100 -fsmember "PSC" 'confidence 1000;

make LTH ^lower2 80 "upper2 100 'fsmember "CIPM" -confidence 500;

make LTH ^lower2 80 "upper2 100 >fsmember "CIP" -confidence 600;

make LTH -lower2 80 'upper2 100 ^fsmember "STL" -confidence 1000;

make LTH -lower2 80 ^upper2 100 ^fsmember "CPW" ^confidence 900;

make LTH ^lower2 80 "upper2 100 ^fsmember "CPS" ^confidence 900;

make LTH ^lower2 80 "upper2 100 *fsmember "BP" ^confidence 1000;

make LTH "lower2 100 'upper2 120 ^fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 900;

make LTH 'lower2 100 ^upper2 120 'fsmember "CIP" 'confidence 500;

make LTH "lower2 100 'upper2 120 'fsmember "STL" confidence 1000;

make LTH "lower2 100 ^upper2 120 'fsmember "CPW" ^confidence 750;

make LTH 'lower2 100 ^upper2 120 'fsmember "CPS" 'confidence 750;

make LTH -lower2 100 ^upper2 120 ^fsmember "BP" ^confidence 800;

make LTH -lower2 120 ^upper2 200 'fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 750;

make LTH ^lower2 120 ^upper2 200 ^fsmember "STL" confidence 850;

make LTH llower2 120 ^upper2 200 ^fsmember "CPW" 'confidence 600;

make LTH ^lower2 120 ^upper2 200 ^fsmember "CPS" 'confidence 650;

make LTH ^lower2 200 ^upper2 399 "fsmember "STL" confidence 700;

make LTH ^lower2 200 ^upper2 399 *fsmember "CPS" -confidence 600;
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Appendix G

List of AOMKB Expert Knowledge File

:Availability of Materials
:Economically available = 1000
:Available, but not economical = 800
:Not available = 0

make AOMX -parameter3 "economical" ^confidence 1000;

make AOMX -parameter3 "available" 'confidence 800;
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Appendix H

List of LEKB Expert Knowledge File

:Local Contractor Experience

:Expert experience = 1000

:Some experience = 800

:No experience = 300

make LEX 'parameter4 "expert" ^confidence 1000;

make LEX ^parameter4 "someexperience" ^confidence 800;

make LEX ^parameter4 "no-experience" -confidence 300;
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Appendix I

List of NEKB Expert Knowledge File

:Extreme constraint = 0 for driven piles & 1000 for bored piles

:Constraint = 750-800 for driven piles & 1000 for bored piles

:No constraint = 1000 for both driven & bored piles

make NEX "parameterl "constraint" "fsmember "PC" ^confidence 775;

make NEX "parameterl "no-constraint" 'fsmember "PC" ^confidence 1000;

make NEX "parameterl "constraint" "fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 775;

make NEX "parameterl "no-constraint" "fsmember "PSC" 'confidence 1000;

make NEX ^parameterl "constraint" ^fsmember "CIPM" 'confidence 780;

make NEX "parameterl "no-constraint" "fsmember "CIPM" ^confidence 1000;

make NEX 'parameterl "constraint" ^fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 800;

make NEX ^parameterl "no-constraint" -fsmember "CIP" ^confidence 1000;

make NEX ^parameterl "constraint" ^fsmember "STL" confidence 800;

make NEX ^parameterl "noconstraint" ^fsmember "STL" confidence 1000;

make NEX ^parameterl "constraint" ^fsmember "TM" confidence 800;

make NEX ^parameterl "no-constraint" ^fsmember "TM" -confidence 1000;

make NEX -parameterl "constraint" ^fsmember "CPW" ^confidence 780;

make NEX "parameterl "no-constraint" -fsmember "CPW" -confidence 1000;

make NEX ^parameterl "constraint" "fsmember "CPS" 'confidence 780;

make NEX "parameterl "no-constraint" -fsmember "CPS" 'confidence 1000;

make NEX ^parameterl "constraint" 'fsmember "PIC" -confidence 800;

make NEX 'parameterl "noconstraint" ^fsmember "PIC" ^confidence 1000;

make NEX ^parameterl "extremeconstraint" "fsmember "APC" ^confidence 1000;

make NEX -parameterl "constraint" ^fsmember "APC" 'confidence 1000;

make NEX ^parameterl "noconstraint" ^fsmember "APC" ^confidence 1000;

make NEX ^parameterl "extremeconstraint" "fsmember "BP" 'confidence 1000;

make NEX 'parameterl "constraint" ^fsmember "BP" ^confidence 1000;

make NEX "parameterl "noconstraint" "fsmember "BP" ^confidence 1000;
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Appendix J

List of VEKB Expert Knowledge File

:Extreme constraint = 0 for driven piles & 1000 for bored piles
:constraint = 750-800 for driven diles & 1000 for bored piles

:No constraint = 1000 for both driven & bored piles (to save computer memory,

:all "no constraint" selections have been deleted since the relative final

:output is not affected.)

make VEX -parameter2 "constraint" -fsmember "PC" -confidence 750;

make VEX ^parameter2 "constraint" 'fsmember "PSC" ^confidence 750;

make VEX ^parameter2 "constraint" 'fsmember "CIPM" -confidence 750;

make VEX 'parameter2 "constraint" -fsmember "CIP" -confidence 750;

make VEX 'parameter2 "constraint" -fsmember "STL" confidence 800;

make VEX ^parameter2 "constraint" ^fsmember "TM" -confidence 800;

make VEX -parameter2 "constraint" ^fsmember "CPW" -confidence 775;

make VEX 'parameter2 "constraint" -fsmember "CPS" 'confidence 775;

make VEX ^parameter2 "constraint" ^fsmember "PIC" ^confidence 800;

make VEX ^parameter2 "extremeconstraint" ^fsmember "APC" -confidence 1000;

make VEX ^parameter2 "constraint" -fsmember "APC" ^confidence 1000;

make VEX ^parameter2 "extremeconstraint" ^fsmember "BP" ^confidence 1000;

make VEX 'parameter2 "constraint" 'fsmember "BP" 'confidence 1000;
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Appendix K

Data for Problems 1 and 1A

User. dat

"xdata",70,lOO0 ,70,1000 ,"cohesive",1000, "stiff",1000, "unlikely",750,
"tno" ,1000, "no-constraint",1000, "constraint",900, "economical",1000,
Itexpert",1000, "economical" ,1000, "vexpert", 1000, "economical" ,l000,
"lexpert",1000, "available"lOOO0, "expert"lOOO0, "economical",lO00,
"texpert",lOOO, "economical",l000, "expert",lOOO, "available",900,
"lexpert",1000, "available",900, "expert",1000, "economical",1000,
"lsome experience", 1000, "economical",1000, "expert", 1000, "economical", 1000,
"texpert", 1000,
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PILE TYPE DATA FOR PROBLEM 1

"pile type",1000,1000,800,1000,1000,O,O,1000,1000,900,0,600,1000,800,1000,1000,6
OO,900,900,600,600,1000,750,750,700,750,750,700,750,750,0,750,750,1000,1000,1000
,1000,1000,1000,1000,1000,1000,1000,1000,750,750,750,750,800,800,775,775,800,900
,900,1000,1000,1000,800,1000,1000,800,800,1000,1000,1000,1000,1000,1l00,1000,1o0
0,1000, 1000, 1000,800,1000,1000
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KEY OUTPUT OF psl.c FOR PILE SELECTION OF PROBLEM 1

I. Confidence for selecting each of the eleven piles

based on each of the seven criteria.

PC - precast concrete pile

PSC - prestressed concrete pile

CIPM - cast-in-place with mandrel

CIP - cast-in-place without mandrel

STL - steel pile (H, I, or Pipe)

TM - timber pile

CPW - composite pile (wood + concrete)

CPS - composite pile (steel + concrete)

PIC - pressure injected concrete pile

APC - auger pressured pile

BP - bored pile

PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP

1000 1000 800 1000 1000 0 0 1000 1000 900 0

600 1000 800 1000 1000 600 900 900 600 600 1000

750 750 700 750 750 700 750 750 0 750 750

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

750 750 750 750 800 800 775 775 800 900 900

1000 1000 1000 800 1000 1000 800 800 1000 1000 1000

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 800 1000 1000

II. Weighting factors for the seven criteria:

1000

1000
1000

1000
1000

1000

1000

The seven criteria used, in the order of the

above listed weight are as follows:

DL - design load

LTH - approximate pile embedment requirement

SOIL - subsurface soil conditions

NE - noise effects
VE - vibration effects

AOM - availability of pile material

LE - local experience

III. Final Confidence for selecting a particular pile:

pile: PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP

conf: 87 92 86 90 93 72 74 88 74 87 80

***** END OF output.psl *****
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KEY OUTPUT OF psl.c FOR PROBLEM lA PILE SELECTION

I. Confidence for selecting each of the eleven piles

based on each of the seven criteria.

PC - precast concrete pile

PSC - prestressed concrete pile

CIPM - cast-in-place with mandrel

CIP - cast-in-place without mandrel
STL - steel pile (H, I, or Pipe)

TM - timber pile

CPW - composite pile (wood + concrete)

CPS - composite pile (steel + concrete)

PIC - pressure injected concrete pile

APC - auger pressured pile

BP - bored pile

PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP
1000 1000 800 1000 1000 0 0 1000 1000 900 0

600 1000 800 1000 1000 600 900 900 600 600 1000

750 750 700 750 750 700 750 750 0 750 750
1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

750 750 750 750 800 800 775 775 800 900 900
1000 1000 1000 800 1000 1000 800 800 1000 1000 1000
1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 800 1000 1000

II. Weighting factors for the seven criteria:

200

200

800
500

1000

500
800

The seven criteria used, in the order of the

above listed weight are as follows:

DL - design load

LTH - approximate pile embedment requirement

SOIL - subsurface soil conditions

NE - noise effects

VE - vibration effects

AOM - availability of pile material

LE - local experience

III. Final Confidence for selecting a particular pile:

pile: PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP
conf: 86 88 85 86 90 82 81 86 69 90 87

*** END OF output.psl *
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Appendix L

Data For Problems 2 and 2A

User .dat

"xdata",100,1000 ,120,1000 ,"cohesive",1000, "soft"..1000, "likely",900,

"ye",1000, "constraint",1000, "extreme-constraint",1000, "available",1000,
"expert",1000, "available",1000, "expert",lOOO, "econornical",1000,

"expert",1000, "economical",1000, "expert",1000, "economical",1000,
"expert",1000, "economical",1000, "expert",1000, "economical",1000,
"expert"..1000, "economical",1000, "expert",1000, "economical",1000,
"expert",1000, "economical",1000. "expert",1000, "econooiical",1000,

"expert", 1000,
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KEY OUTPUT OF psl.c FOR PROBLEM 2 PILE SELECTION

I. Confidence for selecting each of the eleven piles

based on each of the seven criteria.

PC - precast concrete pile

PSC - prestressed concrete pile

CIPM - cast-in-place with mandrel

CIP - cast-in-place without mandrel

STL - steel pile (H, I, or Pipe)

T4 - timber pile

CPW - composite pile (wood + concrete)

CPS - composite pile (steel + concrete)

PIC - pressure injected concrete pile

APC - auger pressured pile

BP - bored pile

PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP

800 1000 0 800 1000 0 0 900 1000 0 600

0 900 0 500 1000 0 750 750 0 0 800

550 650 0 700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

775 775 780 800 800 800 780 780 800 1000 1000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000 1000

800 800 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

II. Weighting factors for the seven criteria:

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1000

1000

The seven criteria used, in the order of the

above listed weight are as follows:

DL - design load

LTH - approximate pile embedment requirement

SOIL - subsurface soil conditions

NE - noise effects
VE - vibration effects

AOM - availability of pile material

LE - local experience

III. Final Confidence for selecting a particular pile:

pile: PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP

conf: 56 73 39 68 68 40 50 63 54 57 77

***** END OF output.psl *****
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KEY OUTPUT OF psl.c FOR PROBLEM 2A PILE SELECTION

I. Confidence for selecting each of the eleven piles

based on each of the seven criteria.

PC - precast concrete pile

PSC - prestressed concrete pile

CIPM - cast-in-place with mandrel

CIP - cast-in-place without mandrel
STL - steel pile (H, I, or Pipe)
TM - timber pile

CPW - composite pile (wood + concrete)
CPS - composite pile (steel + concrete)

PIC - pressure injected concrete pile
APC - auger pressured pile

BP - bored pile

PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP
800 1000 0 800 1000 0 0 900 1000 0 600

0 900 0 500 1000 0 750 750 0 0 800
550 650 0 700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
775 775 780 800 800 800 780 780 800 1000 1000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000 1000
800 800 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

II. Weighting factors for the seven criteria:

1000

800
800
500
200

200

500

The seven criteria used, in the order of the
above listed weight are as follows:

DL - design load

LTH - approximate pile embedment requirement

SOIL - subsurface soil conditions

NE - noise effects
VE - vibration effects
AOM - availability of pile material
LE - local experience

III. Final Confidence for selecting a particular pile:

pile: PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP

conf: 57 82 27 71 72 27 42 64 52 35 66

***** END OF output.psl *****
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Appendix M

Data for Problems 3 and 3A

User. dat

"xdata" p25,1000 ,50,1000 ,"cohesionless",1000, "stiff",lO00, "unlikely",900,
"no",1000, "no-constraint",1000, "constraint",l000, "not _available",l000,
"expert",l000, "economical",l000, "expert",l000, "economical",1000,
"expert",1000, "economical",1000, "expert",1000, "available",900,
"expert",l000, "economical",l000, "expert",1000, "economical",1000,
"expert",l000, "econornical",1000, "expert",1000, "econoinical",1000,
"expert",1000, "economical",1000, "expert",1000, "economical",1000,
"expert",1000,
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KEY OUTPUT OF psl.c FOR PROBLEM 3 PILE SELECTION

I. Confidence for selecting each of the eleven piles

based on each of the seven criteria.

PC - precast concrete pile

PSC - prestressed concrete pile

CIPM --cast-in-place with mandrel

CIP - cast-in-place without mandrel

STL - steel pile (H, I, or Pipe)

TM - timber pile

CPW - composite pile (wood + concrete)

CPS - composite pile (steel + concrete)

PIC - pressure injected concrete pile

APC - auger pressured pile

BP - bored pile

PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP

0 0 800 0 0 1000 700 0 0 0 0

1000 500 1000 1000 1000 1000 0 0 1000 1000 1000

900 900 900 900 800 900 900 900 900 900 700

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

750 750 750 750 800 800 775 775 800 1000 1000

0 1000 1000 1000 800 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

II. Weighting factors for the seven criteria:

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

The seven criteria used, in the order of the

above listed weight are as follows:

DL - design load

LTH - approximate pile embedment requirement

SOIL - subsurface soil conditions

NE - noise effects

VE - vibration effects

AOM - availability of pile material

LE - local experience

III. Final Confidence for selecting a particular pile:

pile: PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP

conf: 66 73 92 80 77 95 76 66 81 84 81

*** END OF output.psl *
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KEY OUTPUT OF psl.c FOR PROBLEM 3A PILE SELECTION

I. Confidence for selecting each of the eleven piles

based on each of the seven criteria.

PC - precast concrete pile

PSC - prestressed concrete pile

CIPM - cast-in-place with mandrel

CIP - cast-in-place without mandrel

STL - steel pile (H, I, or Pipe)

TM - timber pile
CPW - composite pile (wood + concrete)

CPS - composite pile (steel + concrete)

PIC - pressure injected concrete pile

APC - auger pressured pile

BP - bored pile

PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP

0 0 800 0 0 1000 700 0 0 0 0

1000 500 1000 1000 1000 1000 0 0 1000 1000 1000

900 900 900 900 -800 900 900 900 900 900 700

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

750 750 750 750 800 800 775 775 800 1000 1000

0 1000 1000 1000 800 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

II. Weighting factors for the seven criteria:

200

500

200

500

1000

800

800

The seven criteria used, in the order of the

above listed weight are as follows:

DL - design load

LTH - approximate pile embedment requirement

SOIL - subsurface soil conditions

NE - noise effects

VE - vibration effects

AOM - availability of pile material

LE - local experience

III. Final Confidence for selecting a particular pile:

pile: PC PSC CIPM CIP STL TM CPW CPS PIC APC BP

conf: 68 82 92 88 85 94 79 76 89 94 93

***** END OF output.psl *****
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